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1. DlTBODUCTIOR 

The aim of . this paper is to briefly outline the environmental impact 
assessment process in Western Australia. with particular emphasis on the 
approach adopted towards the assessment of gold mining projects. 

Environmental impact assessment is undertaken by the Environmental 
Protection Authority (EPA) within the provisions of the Environmental 
Protection Act 1986. 

The EPA has published a Guide to the Act and copies are available on request 
to the EPA, 1 Mount Street. Perth WA 6000 Telephone (09) 222 7000. 

2. TIIB ENVIRORIIENTAL DlPACT ASSESSMENT PROCESS UNDER TIIB ENVIRmIIIBNTAL 
PROrlI(.-TIOII ACT 1986 

Parts IV and VII of the Act cover the impact assessment process. 

The way in which the EPA will carry out Environmental Impact Assessment 
(EIA) will be essentially the same as under the previous legislation. 
However. two major differences will occur: the beginning and end of EIA 

·become part of a. statutory process in the new Act. and provisions are made 
for . Appeals. 

The way in which a proposal travels through the EIA process is shown in the 
flowchart in Figure 1. The ·initiation of the environmental impact assessment 
process is through referral of any proposal which, if implemented. would be 
likely to have a significant effect on the environment. As in the previous 
legislation. any member of the public can refer to EPA any propOsal that 
might .have a significant impact on the environment. 

Referral ·of proposals is mandatory for decision-making authorities and 
optional for proponents and members ·of the conimunity. The Minister for the 
Environme.nt may refer . proposals and the EPA has the power to call in 
proposals for assessment~ We would prefer that the proponent refer the 
·project to the decision-making authority (eg Mines Department) who would 
refer it to the EPA if· it was within agreed guidelines. · This includes 

. r ·eferri·ng ",old projects proposed for Hampton Areas land to the Mines 
.Department. although i·t· .is not covered by the Mining Ac;:t 1978. 

The EPA is required to keep a record of proposals referred which is publicly 
available . This record has to include the level of assessment set by the EPA 
(eg no assessment. Notice of Intent. Public Environmental Report, 
Environmental Review and Management Progranune) but will exclude trade 

1 
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secrets or other confidential information. Unlike the previous Act, it is 
possible for appeals to the Minister to be made against the level of 
assessment determined as suitable by the Authority. Any person can lodge 
such an appeal to the Minister, but the level of assessment cannot be 
reduced, only increased if an appeal is successful. 

When the EPA has decided formally to assess a proposal, relevant decision
making authorities cannot allow the proposal to be implemented until the 
Minister so authorises. Such authorisation will normally by given after the 
assessment is completed and the Minister has set the environmental and other 
conditions for the implementation of the proPQsal (see below). 

Following the EPA report, the Minister sets conditions and procedures for 
implementation of a proposal. In setting conditions the Minister consults 
with other relevant Ministers or decision-making authorities. The Act 
provides mechanisms to reach agreement on conditions. Proponents are 
required to comply with conditions, procedures and "steps' in the 
implementation of their proposal. If the proponent is aggrieved by any of 
the conditions or procedures set he can, in certain cases, lodge an appeal. 

PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS 

As under the previous legislation a proposal subject to a Public 
Environmental Report (PER) or Environmental Review and Management Programme 
(ERMP) will be made available to the public and written submissions will be 
sought . 

TRANSITIONAL i\RRANGEMENTS FOR ·EIA 

Upon promulgation of the Act, proposals currently in the system and 
undergoing EIA will be transitioned over. Specifically, this means that all 
proposals will be slotted into the scheme shown in Figure 1, at the 
appropriate equivalent place. 

3. 

Gold mining projects may be referred to the EPA and/or the Minister for 
Environment through any of the following mechanisms: 

3.1 BY THE DECISION-MAKING AUTHORITY (THE MINISTER FOR MINERALS AND 
ENERGY 

3. 1. 1 MINING ACT 1978-1983 (SECTION 25 REFERRALS) 

Applies to the following classes of land: 

Any part of the foreshore (between tidal range); 

Seabed between low water and state territorial boundary I 

Navigable watersl 

Land reserved for site of a town. 

2 



STATUTORY 
TIMING 

Report 
(advise within 

28 days) 
(Section 40) 

28 days 
to advise 

Maximum 6 weeks 
10 report. Minister 

has power to direct 
EPA to report at 

any time. 
(Section 44) 

* Appeal Point 

Minister 
may 
refer 

lhc Environmental Assessment (EtA) PrOcess 
(Under the EnvlTonmental Protection Act. 1986) 

Public 
may 
refer 

Decision· 
Makln~ 

Authorities 
shall 
refer 

Treat 
outside formal 

process - report 

EIA by EPA 
not required 

- report 

FORMAL PROCESS 
Notice of Intent (NOI) 

Public Environmental Report (PER) 
Environmental Review and 

Management Programme (ERMP) 

PROPONENT PREPARES DOCUMENTATION 
(NOI. PER. ERMPI 

EPA EXAMINES DOCUMENTATION FOR 
SUITABILITY FOR PUBLIC REVIEW 

. PUBucREViEW 
.. . . Addijlon" p()ln.1S are: 

.. ~b(lcinqutriell (With Minister'6 ,IIlI)I'OVlI!) 
I'ropOnenl lo.esponaJb public &Irivneiri. 

EPA l!NDERTAKES ASSESSMENT 
(Under broad headpowers. Details in 

Administrative Procedures for flexibility (Section 40)) 

EPA REPORTS TO MINISTER 
(Seclion 44)· 

MINISTER Pl!BLISHES EPA REPORT 
as soon .. possible (Section 44)* 

MINISTER ENSURES SETTING OF 
AND IMPLEMENTAnON OF * 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS (Section 45-48) 
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EPA 
calls In 
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INFORMATION 
ABOUT APPEALS. 

INQUIRIES ETG 

1. 2nd~-&-Jm-.~_ ~P...P..fuiLs_.(o 
Mmister within ~4 days- on 
'evel set (bu1 process "01 
hold UP) 
(Sections 100·110) 

2. Minister may direct hiQher 
(evel 01 {lSsessmenl but 
not vice 't'CfSa. ~1I~ 43) 

1. PTOponenl sppeal8 on conditions 
within 14 days (Sections 100·110) 
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Prior to the Minister for Minerals and Energy giving his consent for 
grantinq of the tenement the following Ministers to be consulted and their 
recommendations obtained . 

Minister for Works and Services, 

• Ministar. for Lands, 

• Minister for the Environ.ent. 

Applications are generally referred directly to EPA by the Director General 
of Mines for preparation of Ministerial comments and recomaendAtions. 

3.1.2 OTHER TENEMENT REFERRALS (NON STA'l'U'l'O~Y) 

To EPA by agreement/understanding effecting' 

• Gold .inin9 proposals in excess of 106 tonnes, 

• 

Environmentally sensitivQ localities, 

Where A conflict of interest nay exist between concerned Gover~nt 
Agencies; 

• As required by other Government Departments (eq Land Administration) . 

Proponents are encouraged to liaise directly with the Mines Department. 

3.3 BY THE ~U8LIC 

3.' BY THB MINISTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT, and 

3.5 CALLED IN BY THE ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AUTHORITY. 

Does not require additional approval from Minister for Minerals and Energy 
unl ••• : 

specified in teras and conditions of mining tenement, and 

• a qeneral purpose lease i8 applied for in conjunction with the alning 
operations. 

Assessment is generally carried out by the State Mininq Engineer's offica. 

as agreed, projects exceeding 10~ tonnes are referred Ion F.PA: and • 

• projects of 1es8 than 106 tonnes are usually assessed internally unless 
considered to be environmentally sensitive. 

4 



5. ASSESSMEN'r PROCESS FOR NEW GOLD lURING PROPOSALS 

5 .1 REFERRAL TO EPA BY AGREEMENT/UNDERSTANDING 

Most new gold mining proposals are referred through an agreement with the 
Department of Mines where the total material to be extracted would exceed 
one million tonnes. 

This criterion was established as an interim measure to ensure that 
environmental management is considered for the larger projects which may 
have a greater potential for adverse envi ronmental impact. 

It is generally considered that the above criterion is not in itself 
adequate to determine which projects should be referred to EPA. 

More specific criteria are to be developed as recommended by the Working 
Party for Conservation and Rehabilitation in the Mining Industry 

(Playford Committee). 

In preliminary discussions with the Department of Mines, the following 
parameters are being considered by the EPA as triggers for referral 
rather than the one million tonne total material extraction criterion. 

Project likely to affect: 

Existing or proposed Conservation Reserves. 

Areas subject to EPA Red BOok Recommendations. 

The seabed or offshore islands. 

The immediate coastal zone including beach, dune system, intertidal and 
supratidal zones. 

Rivers, estuaries and wetland systems • 

• Minerals to owner land (pre 1899 land title) . 

Ground and surface water resources. 

Special protection localities (areas without formal reserve status having 
known mineral potential; and adjacent to population centres or have 
recognised conservation value for purposes such as flora, fauna, scenic, 
scientific, education , historical or cultural. Map to be prepared in 
liaison with Department of Mines). 

Projects involving: 

Mining and or processing of radioactive ores . 

Solution mining. 

Works approval under the Environmental Protection Act. 

Conunonweal th Government approv,als. 

Disturbance of more than 300 ha. 

5 
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Extraction of more than 20 million tonnes. 

This referral procedure is particularly important if the Commonwealth 
Government has an interest, say through export licencing or Foreign 
Investment Review Board requirements. In these circumstances, through a 
letter of understanding between the relevant State and Commonwealth 
Ministers, EPA acts on behalf of the Department of Arts, Heritage and 
Environment. 

5.2 PROCEDURES 

Proponent advises the Department of Mines of intention to develop 
deposit. 

Department of Mines requires Company to prepare a Notice of Intent (NOI) 
describing the project and including an assessment of potential 
environmental impacts and management strategies. 

Prior to the preparation of the NOI the Company is advised to liaise with 
EPA on matters relating to the environmental aspects of the project if 
referrable. 

NOI is submitted to the Department of Mines for project approval - State 
Mining Engineer. 

NOI is referred to EPA for comments and recommendations as required. 

The Evaluation Division of the EPA may refer such a proposal to a formal 
meeting of the EPA members where it is considered to have a particularly 
high environmental impact potential or would attract a high degree of 
public interest. 

5.3 

Upon consideration of the proposal EPA advises the Department of Mines as 
to the environmental acceptability of the project and recommended 
conditions ,. 

GENERAL ISSUES CONSIDERED 

5.3. 1 MINE DESIGN, WASTE DUMP POSITIONING AND STABILISATION 

feasibility of returning waste material to pitl 

• long term stabilisation of waste dumps and final pitl 

infrastructure and processing facilities I and 

access road. 

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT 

Previous land disturbance; 

• Surface drainage; 

Vegetation distribution I 

Fauna; and 

6 
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Land use. 

5.3.3 TAILINGS DISPOSAL 

Design and construction; 

Method of stacking tailings; 

Rehabilitation technique to ensure tailings confinement after mining is 
completed; 

Cyanide levels at discharge; 

Oxidation and complexing of cyanide compounds; 

Use of tailings disposal area by fauna eg birds, stock, native animals; 
and 

Water management. 

5.3.4 WATER 

Mine water supply; 

Discharge of contaminated water; 

Effects of dewatering on ground water; 

Ground and surface water quality; and 

other users. 

5.3.5 TOXIC MATERIALS 

Handling and storage; and 

Contamination of environment. 

5.3.6 ROASTING 

• Control of sulphur dioxide emissions; and 

Effects of emissions. 

5.3.7 REHABILITATION 

TOpsoil removal and storage; 

Rehabilitation of previously disturbed areas; 

Waste dumps; 

Open cut; 

Tailings area; 

Roads; and 

7 
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Processing facilities area. 

5.3.8 

6. 

CONTROL OF DUST, NOISE AND RUBBISH, ALSO BLASTING EFFECTS 

PREVIOUS GOLD PROJBCTS REFERRED 'l'O TIlE DEPARlMER'I' OF CORSERVATIOII 
AND ERVI_N'l'/EPA FOR ASSESSMENT 

In excess of 30 gold projects have been referred to the EPA for assessment 
since 1975. Of these, all but one was assessed at the Notice of Intent 
level, without public review. The exception was the Boddington Gold Mine 
which was assessed at ERMP level with a ten week public review period. 

8 
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INTRODUCTION 

Correct management of the waste products from a mining operation requires 

the recognition of the goals to be achieved, the establishment of design 

criteria and effective planning and implementation throughout the life 

of the mine. Waste can include everything on the mine except the mineral 

which leaves the tenement. This discussion will concentrate on overburden 

and tailings as they constitute the bulk of the waste material. 

Before delving into the technical aspects of rehabilitation it is worth 

considering some of the relevant responsibilities of tenement holders 

and how these may influence rehabilitation options. It is sound managerial 

practfce to have a clear understanding of what needs to be achieved and 

why this is so. Therefore, this paper will consider statutory and other 

obligations before defining four phases of mine development and the management 

of wastes at each of these stages. 

MANAGING RESOURCES AND PUBLIC OPINIOH 

A profitable mining operation is one which efficiently manages its resources. 

Amongst other things, this means that utilization of the orebody is 

maximized and that waste materials are disposed of efficiently. 

In order to achieve these goals it is necessary to consider many factors . 

One of the most critical is the effect of today's activities on future 

access to orebodies. An obvious example is where overburden is dumped 

so close to the open cut that it interferes with or even eliminates any 

deeper mining. A not so obvious example is the sterilization of mineral 

reserves (e.g. Fraser Island, Queensland and Kakadu, Northern Territory) 

by placing areas in National Parks, Aboriginal reserves, or World Heritage 

Areas or by blocking export licenses. 



Democracy means that the people in Sydney and Melbourne can sit in judgement 

upon the gold mining industries ' performance as land~holders. In the 

same way that suburban 'greenies' can see all pastoralists with large 

holdings as Landed Gentry, they can view all tax-exempt gold miners as 

a whole. Therefore, even the remotest mine may come under examination 

during or after its operational life. 

It could be argued that one of the main reasons for the Federal Government's 

refusal to allow a large scale uranium mining industry was the appalling 

legacy of Rum Jungle. Gertianly this environmental disaster was promoted 

by those opposed to uranium mining such that the two are now inexorably 

linked by many Australians. Every Australian has contributed to the $20M 

used by the Federal Government in rehabilitating 200 hectares of land 

which is far removed from any population or commercial activity. Similarly , 

the Mary Kathleen mine in remote North West Queensland cost the mining 

company involved around $17M to rehabilitate. 

The expensive rehabilitation of remote mines is not restricted to uranium. 

Gold, copper and coal mines in remote areas of Australia have all required 

rehabilitation made more expensive because the work was not done whilst 

the mine was operating. 

STATUTORY OBLIGATIONS 

Every tenement holder is obligated to comply with a wide variety of 

legislation effecting land use. As well as the Mining Act 1978-1985 

and the Mine Regulation Act 1946-1983, other articles of legislation 

of which mining ope rators should be aware include: 



AGRICULTURE AND RELATED RESOURCES PROTECTION ACT 1976-1984 

SOIL AND LAND CONSERVATION ACT 1945-1985 

RIGHTS IN WATER AND IRRIGATION ACT 1914-1985 

WILDLIFE CONSERVATION ACT 1950-1985 

ABORIGINAL HERITAGE ACT 1972-1985 

CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT ACT 1984 
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Therefore, all tenement holders and mine managers have a responsibility 

to manage the land as well as the orebody underneath it. Sometimes this 

responsibility is detailed in legislation but often it is presented as 

community feelings and interest or public opinion. It is in the best 

interests of the mining industry as a whole to respond to this public 

opinion before it becomes enshrined in legislation. 

Four stages in mine development will be considered: SITING, CONSTRUCTION , 

OPERATION and CLOSURE. Various aspects of waste management and 

stabilisation will be considered for each stage. 

SITING PHASE 

DRAINAGE 

The ore body is usually a fixed item but other aspects can often be varied 

considerably. The local drainage patterns should always be regarded. 

Obviously one does not place a treatment plant in a dry creek bed but 

there are also other more subtle considerations. In the arid and semi-arid 

range lands of Australia the plants have adapted to grow in accordance 

with a particular hydrological regime. Changes to this regime will be 

fatal to most plants. Building a road will change the local surface hydrology. 

Many of the trees and shrubs down the slope from the road may now be deprived 

of run-on water. Every effort should be made to alleviate this if possible . 
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All water should be diverted away from the open cut during the operational 

phase and at closure. This will mean maintaining a small bund and drain 

around the active pit but may also mean establishing a permanent diversion 

bank about the pit. Management of pit water will be discussed later. 

Dams should be sited away from natural watercourses. Even dams which 

are designed to catch and store rainwater should not be built across creeks . 

Water should be diverted into properly engineered structures using surveyed 

banks. Tailings dams should be sited on impervious material to prevent 

loss through seepage. 

AREAS 

One important calculation which must be done for open cut mining is the 

expected volume of overburden to be generated. This calculation is needed 

to ensure that sufficient land is available for its disposal. Other adjolning 

leases may have to be purchased or pegged to accommodate overburden. This 

aspect should be reviewed at the feasibility stage and not after excavation 

has begun. Obtaining extra ground may seem expensive but it is still 

usually cheaper than rehandling overburden. 

TOPSOIL 

A topsoil survey should be done prior to any earthworks (dams, plant sites, 

roads, etc) to indicate how much topsoil should be salvaged from particular 

areas. This may vary markedly across the mine site. 

WIND 

Careful siting of roasters~ treatment plants, sewerage ponds, haul roads and 

other items may help to minjmize any potential impacts from dust or gases 

generated especially when done in conjunction with the use of vegetation 

buffers. 



OVERBURDEN 

Overburden dumps should not be located across drainage lines if this can 

be avoided. They should be built such that when revegetated they blend 

in with the natural landscape as much as possible. The location of the 

dump may help considerably. It might, for example, be possible to build 

onto an existing ridge or spur . 

CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

CLEARING 

During the construction phase clearing of vegetation takes place. Many 

factors need to be considered. The rule of thumb should be to keep the 

area disturbed to a minimum. 

If the schedule allows for some flexibility then clearing will best be 

carried out after a light shower of rain. ·Not only will the bulldust be 

settled but the topsoil will not deteroriate to the extent it does if 

moved too dry or too wet. 

Clearing should be done with a root rake to minimize topsoil being mixed 

with the cleared vegetation which should be pushed to a pile in the middle 

of the clearing and burnt after two weeks. The ashes can be re spread 

and picked up with the topsoil or stockpiled separately provided that 

they are not allowed to become a home for rabbits. Alternatively, vegetation· 

can be pushed into windrows near the perimeter of the clearing where it 

can be burnt later. A suitable space must be allowed between the existing 

vegetation and the cleared windrows. Machine operators should be given 

clear markers to define the extent of clearing required. Flagging tape 

can be useful here. 

20 



Buffer strips of vegetation should be preserved wherever possible. They 

are especially useful in separating activity zone e.g. the pit from the 

plant site, the offices from the mill, the quarters from the mine and 

even the haulroa d from the overburden heap. 

Ha ving said that land clearing should be kept to a minimum, it now behoves 

me to mention two examples of not doing enough clearing. Firstly, always 

clear vegetation from dam sites and s a lvage the topsoil and secondly; 

it is better to clear vegetation than cover the roots with overburden 

as only one me tre is enough to kill a large healthy tree. 

If the pro j ect consists of a staged development, say seve ral small pits 

which will be ope n cut sequentially, then topsoil which has been salvaged 

from the newly opene d area could be directly replaced onto adequately 

prepared overburden. This wi ll save double handling of the ma t er i al . 

TOPSOIL 

Top soil management is a subject which is to be covered in the following 

paper so only a few guidelines will be offered. All topsoil should be 

saved (say the top 200mm) whether it is stony, sandy, red, black or yellow 

unless you have chemical analyses which shows it to be toxic to plant 

life or worse than the overburden being excavated. I n 99% of cases the 

present surface material will be better for plant growth than the material 

which is to be dug up and deposited as the new surface. The original 

top layer is the result of thousands of years of geomorphological and 

biological processes and represents the ecological pivot upon which all life 

is balanced. If it looks miserable to you, its because your life dosen't 

depend upon it being there! All topsoil should be salvaged even if it has 

to be stockpiled for twenty years. Storing is better than destroying ! 
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Topsoil stockpile should always be constructed so that erosion is minimized. 

Batters should be about Iv:3h and a maximum slope of about fifteen metres. 

There are many economic benefits from utilizing topsoil. Apart from the 

long term benefits mentioned earlier, the use of topsoil will greatly 

increase the chance of success for a revegetation programme. 

It is prudent to expend the effort of stockpiling topsoil during the 

Construction Phase of the project even if the advantages do not become 

obvious before the closure phase. On going rehabilitation should however . 

be a feature of most mining operations . 

DUST 

Due to the amount of clearing and earthmoving being conducted during the 

Construction phase a lot of dust will be generated. This is usually 

controlled by spraying water onto the main roads. Vehicular activity should 

be restricted to clearly identified roads especially during this phase. 

SALT WATER 

Water used for mining in the Goldfields is usually obtained from bores 

and is.hypersaline. This makes it excellent for dust suppression but 

absolutely lethal to vegetation. The construction of a salt water pipeline 

should be done with due consideration for the containment of any possible 

pump failure, line breakage or similar activity which may result in a 

discharge of hypersaline water. Bunding around pumps would be advisable. 
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OPERATION PRASE 

OVERBURDEN 

The approximate volume of material required to be disposed should be 

assessed before dumping begins. Design criteria for the final shape of 

the dump should also be decided upon prior to commencement. If this is 
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done the area to be occupied by the dump can be estimated from the beginning 

and plans can be made for the aquisition and clearing of the appropriate 

parcel of land. Topsoil should be salvaged and if it cannot be used elsewhere 

immediately then it should be stockpiled near to the final boundary of 

the dump. It is advisable to err on the side of caution when placing 

the stockpiles as it is inexpedient to have to shift them at a later stage. 

Design criteria for the dump should include a maximum angle for the outward 

batters and consideration of drainage structures required to minimize 

erosion. To the greatest extent possible the final shape should take 

place during the life of the dump. This ensures that the most expensive 

item of rehabilitation, earthmoving costs associated with recontouring, 

is kept to a minimum. 

There are probably two distinct methods which can be employed in achieving 

a suitable land surface for outfacing batters. The most commonly used 

technique is to have lengths of slope segregated into discrete lateral 

catchments by the placing of collection banks at set intervals which then 

lead into a central waterway. Catchment size and the interval between 

collection banks will vary depending upon the slope of the batter. This 

will also determine the height of the bank required. Collection banks 

should be surveyed to have a grade of 0.5%. Waterways should be constructed 

vertically down the face of the batter. As they will carry large volumes of 

fast flowing water they need to be erosion resistant. The most common 

stabilization technique is to line the waterway with a layer of- rocks. 



A typical example of this approach might be to set the outer slope at 

fourteen (14) degrees · (1v:4h or 25%). This slope angle allows . machinery 

to work on the slope along the countour which is important .for constructing 

erosion control devices. It also allows conventional agricultural equlprrient 
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to apply seed and fertilizer to the slope which will result in significant 

cost reductions for the revegetation programme when compared to the alternative 

of specialized techniques such as . hydromulching. 

On a fourteen degree slope catchment drains should be placed every ten 

metres of vertical height or forty metres of slope length. These surveyed 

drains · at 0.5% slope should be considered whilst the outward slope is 

being constructed. A horizontal berm is needed of sufficient width to 

allow a scraper access onto the berm. Four metres is usually adequate. 

The scraper then dumps topsoil along the berm and a grader is used to 

shape the topsoil such that the channel slopes back into the slope and 

has a freeboard of at least 0.3 metre. This should leave a roughly 

trapezoidal channel with a flat base. of 2 metres draining into a central 

rock-lined waterway. The number of waterways will depend upon the catchment 

area of the dump and the size of the waterways constructed. 

Steeper slopes on the outward batte.rs will necessitate that the catchment 

area for each lateral drain is smaller· to ensure that run-off water does 

not exceed the design velocity. For bare overburden this is around 0.5 

metre per second. An outward batter of eighteen (18) degree·s (1v:3h or 

33%) would therefore require catchment drains/banks every 8 metres vertically 

(33 metres of slope) with individual catchments not larger than 1.25 

hectares. 
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It needs to be emphasized that these drainage structures should be maintenance 

free and designed to last for decades to ensure that no failures occur 

before vegetation is well and truly established. Waterways need to be 

lined with rock and not just hard clay chunks. Alternatives may include 

meshing secured in place, old conveyor belting or half round pipe. An 

energy dissipator may be required at the bottom of the waterway . 

The lateral bank drainage system is widely used as it can be largely 

constructed during the building of the dump and requires little recontouring. 

It can also produce a land surface which appears similar to the original 

surface and capable of supporting some future use for the land. Properly 

constructed and revegetated, the final surface should be self sustaining . 

and able to resist to natural forces of erosion . 

An alternative me thod of slope stabilization is called 'moonscaping' . 

This technique has been developed at the Mt. Newman iron ore mine in the 

Pilbara region. Craters approximately eight metres apart and one and 

one half metres deep (Caterpillar D9 bull.dozer length and blade height) 

are worked into the slope as the machine moves from the bottom to the 

top of the slope. A more detailed description of this met,hod can be found 

in the paper by Mr K Walker, which is attached for reference. 

This method has the advantage of providing niches for plant establishment and 

controlling erosion at the same time. It should be used in conjunction with 

topsoiling wherever possible but can be used without it. The final surface 

does appear somewhat 'alien ' but any stable surface is better than no 

surface at all. 
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When bui ld ing an overburden dump the ease with wh ich vegetation can be 

established on the outward batters is directly related to the steepness 

of the slope . Therefore every attempt should be made to build the slopes 

a t a low angle and to incorporate drainage structures during construction. 

For existing dumps with steep sides or for areas where lack of space will 

not allow gentle slopes, there are several options which may be considered. 

Cutting terraces into the exist i ng slope is a technique which must be 

designed carefully to have any chance of success. The whole batter wil l 

not be stable unless the slopes between the terraces are made stable. 

Constructing terraces into an existing slope will create a steeper slope 

above the terrace. The inter-terrace slope therefore needs to be shor.t 

in length and covered with topsoil before revegetation treatment is applied. 

Even in this arid climate, no more than ten metres is recommended. 

Terraces need to be around four metres wide to allow machinery access 

for dumping topsoil, spreading it over the batters with a grader and then 

finally to allow the revegetation equipment to treat the areas. Drainage 

should always be back into the slope and each terrace should be surveyed 

to carry water a t 0.5% grade or should be divided up into small mini

catchments by the use of humps along the terrace. Their size and frequency 

would depend upon the catchment area s involved including the batter above 

the terraces. As the slopes cannot be treated with agricultural machinery 

revegetation will require the use of spray seeding equipment either 

hydro or straw mulching. 



Spray mulching is an effective technique for applying seed and fertilizer 

to steep batters. A chemical binder is normally used to help the seed 

bearing mix resist erosive forces. Factors which will affect the success 

of this technique include: the physical nature of the slope (angle and 

length), the nature of the slope material, the revegetation species used, 

the fertilizer rate, the correct diversion of water away from the top 

of the batter and, of course, the climatic conditions after seeding. 

In all batter stabilisation work it is necessary to ensure that water 

is not allowed to concentrate from other catchment areas and spill over 

onto the batter. All such drainage should be collected and diverted 

away from any external batters. 

Erosion control can also be achieved on steep batters by the use of meshing 

which is layed on top of the surface usually over topsoil. Meshes are 

made of jute fibre or plastic usually however a wide variety of materials 

are used today. Their installation is labour intensive as they must 

be pegged at regular intervals as they need to maintain maximum contact 

with the surface. They have limited application on very rocky material 

for this reason. 

An unvegetated overburden heap of unconsolidated waste will remain unstable 

and represents a continuing source of dust and sediment. Whilst vegetation 

is establishing it may be necessary to chemically seal the surface for 

dust control or to construct a sediment dam to protect downstream water 

rights. These are expensive maintenance costs which can be avoided. 
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TAILINGS 

The approximate volume should be derived and adequate land obtained and 

cleared. Allowances for the volume of the walls should be made. Design 

criteria should be decided before commencement , especially the slope of 

the outward batters which should not exceed lv:3h. All trees should be 

c leared from inside the dam perimete r and all topsoil salvaged. Topsoil 

should be re spread upon the completed dam wall as soon as possible and 

revegetation implemented. If the possibility exists for future expansion, 

then allowance should be made for the desired increase in volume to be 

obtained by raising the dam wall on the inside of the existing wall. 

As water is such a valuable commodity, it is expedient to include a decant 

and under drainage system so that as much water as possible is recirculated. 

Wate r conservation can be achieved by reducing the surface area available 

for evaporation. This does not have to mean high, steep sided dams. 

Recovery can be increased by the use of decant towers and by segregating 

the dam into two halves which are used alternatively . 

In some areas of the Goldfields where there is good quality underground 

water, precautions will need to be taken to ensure that there is no 

contamination of th i s sytem by seepage from the tailings dam. Similar 

precautions may be required around the mill site as cyanide is not rapidly 

oxidized in sub-surface waters and can be carried some distances underground. 
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DUST 

The ma j or sources of dust are the haul roads and these are best treated 

by continua l spraying with water. Whilst the hyper-saline water used 

is much better than fresh water for dust suppression it is lethal for 

vegetation . It is adv isable to monitor the run-off from haul roads to 

ensure that it is not having any detrimental effects on vegetation which 

would be avoided by the installation of small catchment dams a t strategic 

point s . The number of roads on the tenement should be kept to a mi n i mum 

at all times and off road activity discouraged . 

As mentioned previously, leaving belts of vegetation to act as buffers 

wi ll a id in reducing the movement of dust both on and off the lease. 

Clearing vegetation when there is some moisture in the soil (e.g. after 

a rain event or during winter for mos t of the Goldfields) will create less 

dus t . Dust nuisance in a particular area can often be avoided by attention 

to the strength a nd direction of prevailing winds. 

CLOSURE PHASE 

OVERBURDEN 

General principles pertaining to recontouring and revegetation of overburden 

dumps have been discussed previously. The top needs to be ripped and 

contoure d to ensure maximum infiltration of rainfall and that water does 

not flow over batter edge s. The fate of the haul road should have been 

decided in the design stage as it is often prudent to use the road as 

the control waterway into which catchment drains flow. As maintenance 

of revegetated areas is usua lly required for several years, the total 

elimination of vehicular access is a step which should not be rushed into -

no ma t te r how dangerous the trail-bike riders are. 
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If sufficient topsoil does not exist for all areas then priority should be 

given to those areas which will definitely erode without its use . Therefore 

slopes should be covered before flat areas. The value of correct drainage 

planning for erosion control is to ensure that the investment made in 

salvaging and re spreading topsoil is properly secured. As the main cost 

component is applying the topsoil it is always advisable to seed and 

fertilize re spread topsoil where any erosion possibility exists. If native 

seeds cannot be procured then a cover crop such as Cereal Rye is recommended 

to stop erosional loss of the topsoil . 

TAILINGS 

The walls of the tailings dam should be revegetated during the life of 

the mine. What remains is a decision on whether the top of the tailings 

dam requires a cap of overburden to aid in vegetation establishment. 

A comparison of the analysis of the overburden and tailings for total 

soluble salts (T88) and pH should be done. If the overburden is 

considerably less salty than the tailings and has a pH in the range 

4.5-8.5, then it should be used to cover the tailings to a depth of 

0.S-2.0 metres (depending upon the quality of the tailings) prior to 

topsoil being respread. 

Experiments done by the Department of Agriculture for the Goldfields 

Dust Abatement Committee at Kalgoorlie have shown that plants can be 

grown directly into tailings material. The technique involves the 

construction of drainage banks to aid infiltration, the application of 

fertilizer and native saltbush seeds followed by a covering layer of 

nickel smelter slag. 
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The slag layer not only allays the dust generated immediately and therefore 

stops any young germinating seedlings from being 'sand-blasted' but helps 

to slow down the evaporation rate so that any rainfall progresses further 

thr~ugh the profile taking any soluble salts with it and staying within 

the plant rooting zone for longer periods of time. Overburden which is 

well ripped and contoured can provide a similar function. 

Topsoil is usually not spread directly onto tailings as the upward 

capillary rise of salts from the tailings is likely to contaminate and 

sterilize the topsoil. 

Some tailings will contain levels of minerals ,which are toxic to plant 

life. This appears uncommon in the Goldfields but a complete analysis 

is always recommended. Cyanide is rapidly oxidized in open tailings dams 

and does not present a problem to plant growth. The major limiting factor 

, ~s usually , the total salt level or pH. 

Any . u"nder-flow. -drainage system needs to -be examined and monitored to ensure 

that it is maintenance free -and will not represent a source of salt water 

pollution. Monitoring may , be ' necessary for several years . 

PITS 

As a general rule, all pits should be fented to exclude stock entry. 

Water should be diverted away from entering the pit. This will usually 

involve the " ·construction of an upstream -diversion bank to divert water 

around the whole mine site as well as bunding of the pit itself. Any 

water captured by the pit will generally be saline, stagnant and unfit for 

stock consumption. Water should be diverted away so as ,not to interfere with 

the downstream hydrological regime . 

3 1 
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EQUIPMENT 

All equipment should be removed from the tenement on cessation of operations. 

Good housekeeping belies a good future. 

ROADS AND ACCESS 

Al l roa ds and access tracks should be thoroughly ripped on the contour. 

Haul roads which have been sprayed with saline water need to be picked 

up and disposed of prior to ripping and revegetation of the disturbed 

areas. Consultation with the background tenure holder is advised in case 

some tracks can be left. Any roads or tracks formed or otherwise should 

be scrutinized to ensure that they do not represent a long term erosion 

hazard. 

Access to the closing or closed mine site should be restricted and not 

only to humans. Areas undergoing revegetation can be very sensitive to 

the works of trail b ,-ke riders, tourists and grazing animals. These may 

have to be excluded by fences. Consultation with the background land 

holder ma y provide a mutua lly satisfactory agreement. 

CONCLUSION 

Mining is a vital industry for Australia and long term access to orebodies 

needs to be ensured. The key to a secure mining operation is the effecient 

management of resources. This includes the ecological wealth of the surface 

of the land as well as the mineral wealth below it. The technology exists 

for mining to proceed as a temporary land use through the effecient management 

of waste products as well as ore. Proper planning, effective implementation 

and open communication will help ensure that mining reserves its place in 

Australia's future. 
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MOONSCAPING 

A METHOD OF SLOPE STABILIZATION DEVELOPED AND USED ON 
MT WHALEBACK, BY MT NEWMAN MINING COMPANY, WESTERN AUSTRALIA, 

MR K J WALKER 
MINE REHABILITATION OFFICER 

MT NEWMAN MINING COMPANY 
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MOON S CAP ING 

Moonscaping 

Local terminology describing craters approximately eight metres 
apart and 1.5 metres deep (Caterpillar D9 Dozer length and 
blade height) , worked into a steep slope. 

Objectives 

To assist in slope stabilisation and vegetation establishment 
during the mining phase, with the long term objectives through 
natural weathering and vegetation development, of a range land 
condition with rugged appearance. 

Design 

Moonscaping has been designed to: 

Provide stabilisation of steep slopes where cross ripping 
is not possible because of steepness of slope. 

Reduce water erosion 

Reduce wind erosion 

Promote water harvesting 

Promote ideal ground conditions for lodging wind blown 
and broadcasted seed. 

Provide protection of seedlings and plants by effectively 
producing mini environments. 

Provide environments for fauna rehabilitation. 

The design of Moonscaping in an arid low rainfall region has the 
above advantages. It is not known how effective Moonscaping 
would be in a region of continuous heavy rainfall. 

Trials established on Mt Whaleback in 1978 have produced satis
factory growth patterns. (See photograph No.l). Compared to 
untreated slopes which carry no vegetation and are continually 
eroding. 

Erosion. occurred in early work where the craters were not locked 
in together.· Fig. 2 'B'. Operator skills can be a determining 
factor in Moonscaping success. 

. .. 2/ 
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Method 

Stage 1: 
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Develop a slope or batter up to 24° , this would be 
determined by Mine Planning requirements, the battered 
slope does not have to be finished off to a smooth 
batter state. 

stage 2: Moonscaping starts from the toe of the slope and works 
back towards the crest. 

Final 
Phase: 

i) The dozer takes a bite of dirt over approx. 20-30 
metres so that a blade height of dirt results 
at the end of the run. 

Reverse back up the slope and repeat exercise (i), 
the second run stops approx. eight metres (D9 
Dozer length) short of the first run, continue 
exercise to crest of slope. (Figure 1) 

A shorter run is possible on reduced angle slopes , 
however, on steeper slopes the dozer will have 
difficulty in reversing out of the crater, placing 
undue strain on the machine. 

ii ) On the second run repeat procedure (i), however, 
this run must be worked tight against the first 
run, so that erosion is into adjacent craters 
and not between craters down the slope, with the 
craters finishing between the craters developed 
on the first run (Figure 2). Note the continuous 
windrow along the toe of the slope. This procedure 
is then repeated until the entire slope is completed. 
Finished work should not be driven over as it will 
flatten the craters and reduce their effectiveness. 

It has been found that this Moonscaping operation 
also reduces the overall angle of the slope. The 
surface area of 1.6 hectares shown in photograph 3 
was completed in an eight hour shift. 

Once the Moonscaping has been completed a continuous 
windrow is pushed up around the crest. The area behind 
is then ripped to contour to enhance water penetration 
and to eliminate water build-up at the crest of the 
slope, which could cause major erosion of the Moonscape. 

Associated Operations 

Curved Slopes 

With experience an operator can achieve an interlocking pattern 
over a curved slope by placing short runs and then overlapping 
(Figure 3). 

. .. 3/ 
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Page THREE 

Long Slopes - Contour Banks 

Recent work at Mt \ihaleback on a slope with a length of 115 
metres, included two continuous contour banks at 30 metre 
intervals, starting from the toe. (Figure 4). 

Contour lines were surveyed and pegged and the banks pushed 
up during the Moonscaping phase. These contour banks were 
included to safeguard against erosion failure affecting the 
entire slope. (In this instance a water main was located at 
the base of the slope. See photograph No.3). 

Topsoil 

Where possible, slopes are sheeted with a 5cm layer of seed -
bearing topsoil prior to Moonscaping, using a Caterpillar 633D 
elevator scraper. This results in satisfactory germination 
and survival. 

with slopes too steep for the scraper, seed bearing topsoil 
is stockpiled along the crest, then pushed and spread down the 
slope as the dozer moves down to commence Moonscaping. 

Seed Broadcasting 

Slopes too steep to treat with topsoil, have had a mixture of 
seed broadcasted over them by hand. Seed includes: 

Acacia Species 
Cassia Species 
Grass Species 
Groundcovers 
Bluebush Species 
Saltbush Species 

Shrubs up to 2.5 metres 
Shrubs up to 1.5 metres 

Bushes up to 1 metre 
Bushes to up 1 metre 

TWo Moonscape conditions have been tested for seed broadcasting, 
one by broadcasting seeds immediately after the Moonscaping 
operation, whilst the waste material is still soft and fluffy 
and secondly after rainfall has formed a crust over the Moonscaped 
area. 

Although not conclusive, it appears that seed broadcasted when 
waste material is soft, is being lost by being buried too deeply 
during settling erosion on the Moonscape in the first rainfall 
event. 

Tree Planting 

Tree planting has been successfully carried out in Moonscaping, 
(Eucalypt species rarely occur from topsoil techniques). Trickle 
irrigation is used to establish trees, applications are daily 
for the first two weeks then reduced gradually to every two to 
three weeks so that by the end of three months the system is 
removed completely. 

. • . 4/ 
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Conclusion 

It would not be practical to Moonscape all waste dumps on 
Mt Whaleback, some dumps are up to 130 metres in vertical height, 
with tipping rills of 35°. The amount of dozer work in these 
instances t~ achieve Moonscaping would not be economically 
feasible. The stabilisation and rehabilitation of these dumps 
on Mt Whaleback have yet to be determined. 

Moonscaping of shorter dumps and bench levels, however, is an 
effective method on Mt Whaleback in achieving stabilisation 
and conditions favourable for Mine Rehabilitation. 

The long term objective of returning the Mine to a "Rangeland 
Condition", using Moonscaping techniques, will be determined 
by time. 
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PHOTO 1 Vegetation established on moonscaping in 1978. 
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PHOTO 2 Dozer Operator Ken Goldie 1.9 metreS tall standing in crater showing 
depth and close appearance · of Moonscaping. 
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PHOTO ~ ~Ioonscaped slope 1. 6 hcctaTc:; 
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~LTERN~TIve T\ILING~ OI~PQS!L TECHNOLOGI~g 

Slurry Syste~s Pty Li~ited, Perth. 

1. INTROOUSTION 

The convention~l lIethod of ,:!isPosing of gold tailing,s generally involves 
Sillply pwnpin~ the'll to ~ t"il in~s dam at the density ~t which , they e1Cit the 
process plant. This density is often quite low. Upon dischar~e around the 
perilleter of the dall the coarser, ~rannul~r p~rticles r~pi11y segreg~te from 
the flow, forlling a beach. The finer p~rticles flow to the centre of the da'll 
where they glowly consolidate. Clear ~ter is generally decanted from the top 
of the dam , and pumped bac'< to the plant. Because of the V~r~e surf~ce area a 
lar'!;e proportion of' the water is lost :lue to evaporation. 

The 'centre portion of the dam containing the finest particles is continu'iUv 
under ~ter. The settled solids can therefore not lose , w~ter bV surface 
evaporation. The settled soli:ls concentration can only increase by dr'iinage 
of moisture ' into the subsoil and bV consolidation. The degree of 
consoli1ation largelY , depends on the lleight of the dall. 

When the mine eventu~ 11y ceases Pl'oduction the tailings deposi t consists of ~ 
retangul~r sh~ped lIa9S with co~rser, ~rannular p~rticles around the perimeter 
edges and fine, near colloidal sized particles' in the centre. Evaporation can 
now begfn from the top surface of the centre portion of , thedaOJl. This r'ipidly 
resul ts in ' a crust forming which then hinders further evaporation. COllplete 
drying may take ten o'r twenty years. 'Ouring this period rehabilitation i'3 
difficult since OJIachinery cannot operate on the surface. 

~n alternative dispos"l method is the high density slope disposal systell. 
This involves thickening the tailings to a higher density than normal. Upon 
disposal they form a homogeneous, sloping deposit. This paper discusses 
various aspects of this approach including economic and environmental 
advantages . 

2. SHTE 0"' THE ,\RT 0[" gIoo OENSITY OISPOS!L ----- -- --- --- -- ----

The concept and development of tailings disposal by the thickened discharge 
~ethod was first developed and tested by E.I . Robinsky, C~nada (Robinsky 
1978). It has since been "pplied in nU'llerous industries, e.g. Robinsky (1981) . 
Wood and Mc Donald (1 <)84) and Yoe'll3.ns (1 <)86), 

Robinsky investigated the relationship between percent solids of " tailing 
pUllped and the resulting disposal behavior. Conventional tailing slurry 
densities resulted in segregation of solids on disoos3.1 "n,:! the resulting low 
slopes required high contain'llent eOJIbankments. Incre"sin~ the slurry density 
to achieve a threshold slope of 2 oercent and above resulted in non
segregation. with si~nificant i~prove~ent in the environllental quality of the 
disposal of the tailing. 
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Robinsky investi,!;ated the relations"lip between percent solids of .~ tailing 
pWllped and the resultin'!: disposal behavior. Conventi'Jnal tail in,!: slurry 
densities resulted in se,!re,!ation of solids on disposal and the resultin,!: low 
slopes required high contain~ent embankments. Increasin~ the slurry density 
to achie'/e a threshold slope of 2 percent and above resulted in non
segregation, with si,!nificant i~prove~ent in the environmental quality of the 
disposal of the tailing. 

Robinsky s pi:meering work provided the i"petus for deve10p"ent of proceSSing 
and pumpin,! alternatives to econo"ically achieve the desired hi'!:h density 
tail in,! slurries and to establish correlations and understandin~ to predict 
slope performance fro" pilot plant test sa"ples. 

Slurry Syste~s in association with Robinsky ':londucted extensive pilot olant 
tests and established technical feasibility of hi'!h density disposal by 
combin,! coarse and fine disposal streams for disposal of coarse botto" ash and 
fly ash in the power ,!eneration industry and disposal of ':loarse and fine 
refuse in the coal "inin,! industry. This work allowed correlation to predict 
slope of deposits from testin,! of small (~ litres) representative sa~ples of 
tail ings. 

Laboratory testing of samples provides a basis for establishin~ both technical 
feasibility and desi,!:n of the disposal slope as well as the pu~pin~ and 
pipeline requirements for any system. 

3. HIGH DEt'lSITY DISPOSAL 

The hi~h denSity disposal sche~e involves thickenin,! of the tailin'!:s prior to 
disposal. The thickener overflow water is returned i~mediately to the plant. 
~t the disposal site the thickened tailings do not se,!re,!ate but fo~ a 
homo'!:eneous, sloped deposit. No water separates from the depOSit. If 
dischar~e is from a single spi,!:ot the tailin,!s will fo~ a conical shaped 
deposit. Deposit slop9s dep9nd on the rheology of the slurry and the 
dischar,!e rate from the spi,!:ot. Typically slopes will be from ~ to ~~. 

The hill fo~ed by the deposit uniformly spreads any runoff caused by rain 
falling on the deposit. The runoff does not channel to form gullys since the 
slope of the deposits is less than 10 percent. Rain falling on freshly 
deposited hi'!h density tailings will runoff with little entrainment of solids. 
The slurry properties preclude ready mixin~ of the solids and the rain water. 

~ small 1 to 2 metre perimeter embank'llent on the downstream side of the 
tailings deposit is installed to contain only low density ~ff-specification 
slurry and to store rainfall runof·f. The peri~eter embank'llent volume is small 
and can be constructed at minimal cost. 

The hi~h density 1isposal concept relies on there bein~ sufficient area such 
that successive layers partially dry out before the next layer is deposite1 
over the top. Dischar~e fro~ a single spi,!ot or nu~ber of spigots in the 
centre of the tailin~s area will achieve this auto~atically. This occurs 
since the flow tends to flow in one sector until the hei,!:ht increases 
sufficient to divert the flow to another sector and so on . 
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The depth of fresh tailings deposited before the flow diverts to another 
sector is typically around 100mm. Once the flow ceases, evaporation begins. 
Capillary rise in this relatively thin layer aids the drying process and 
enables unifor~ moisture content to be achieved. 

The slurry density and spi;ot flow rates are designed so that sufficient time 
occurs in winter months for the deoosited layer to achieve a reasonable snear 
strength before fresh slurry is deposited over that layer. Further moisture 
reduction takes place by consolidation. 

Shortly after ~inin; ceases the deposit is sufficiently dry to enable 
machinery to ooerate on the surface. 

The evaporation rates durin'!; the wint.er months di':ltate the areas needed. 
eased on pilot plant data the areas required in the f{al;oorUe region will be 
similar to those currently occupied by .conventional tailings dams. 
At the cessation of mining a conical shaped deposit will cover an area similar 
to the conventional deposit. 

GonsBer for example the particular case of 5.II"'t. of tailin;s. ~~sume the 
residual density in the dam ~en minin; ceases is 65~ and the ratio of dam 
wall height to width is 0.3. For wall heights ran~in~ from 12 to 18 metres 
the area covered ranges from 50 hectares to 110 hectares. 

With high density disposal the residual density is higher, around q5~. The 
area occupied by a cone shaped deposit will depend on the avera,!;e slope. For 
the same ~.4 "'t the followin; areas and cone heights will apply: 

Slope (") 6 3 

Area (ha) 40.4 52.8 

Height (m) 21.5 16.11 13.5 

The slopes attainable will depend on the particular tailings, the degree of 
thickening and the spigotting method. They are similar to the areas involved 
with conventional disposal. 

At an existing mine high density disposal can be used to extend the life of 
the conventional tail ings dam. Overlaying the e1l:is t ing tailings wi 11 
consolidate and remove water from them. In some cases the hi~h density 
tailings can be allowed to spill over the dam walls. ey this action the 
e1l:isting tailings dam is engulfed and converted to a cone shaped deposit. 
This may suit ~ases ~ere an existing mine is undergoing major expansion. 

The sterilisation of valuable minerals by olacement of tailings may be a long 
term consideration, in the same manner as retreatment of tailings is a long 
term option as technologies change. The high density tailings disposal system 
allows for removal or reclaim for retreatment of the tailings using 
conventional low cost mining equipment. This is in contrast to the 
conventional tailings dam, ~ich cannot be removed for many years or requires 
a dredging operation. 
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Further, the s~~ll qu~ntities ~round the shallow e1~es of ~ slope deposit can 
be readily removed. For ex~~ple, by re~ovin~ just 5.?~ of the total material 
from ~round the peri~eter the area can be reduced by one third. 

4. IMPL~ME~T4TIO~ 

To i~ple~ent the dispos~l scheme a method of thickenin~ to hi~h densities is 
required. Table I illustrates the capabilites of conventional equip~ent. 

TABLi;: I 

Process or Equipment Typical 1. So lid Rang;~ 

Direct from process 
Convention~l thickener 
Hi~h rate thickener 

R~n~e for slope dispos~l 

V~cuum filters 
Pressure filters 

~o - 40 
40 - ')0 
~2 - 53 

45 - 65 

75 - ~'5 
~O - 90 

TH!C~lH~G 

5~ 

7'5 

MECH~NIC~L D~W~TERING 

The most common process for w~ter recovery from a slurry is by static settlin~ 
under hindered settlin~ conditions in a thickener. 

~t the other extre~e the .slurry can be delAtered using mechanical equipment 
such as filters and centrifu~es. These produce solid cakes with moisture 
contents in the ran~e of 10 - 25 oercent. These cakes are handled by conveyer 
for sprea1in~ and depositin~ usin~ mechanical equipment. 

The ideal denSity requirements for slope disposal are seen to lie intermediate 
between those typically achieved in thickeners and filters. The conventional 
and hi~h rate thickeners can produce a slurry suitable for slope disposal at 
the lower ran~e of slopes. i.e. 2 to 1 ~.To obtain hi~her slopes than these 
special equipment is necessary. Some options are as follows: 

Increase in Thickenin'i ~ 

~ lar~er thickener than normal will allow hi~her densities to be achieved. 
With conventional thickeners this neccessarily ~eans ~ proportional increase 
in cost. Most of this cost is in the vessel itself ~nd the r~ke ~echanism. ~ 

f~r cheaper approach is to build a small dam or utilize an e1tisting tai1in~s 
da~ as the settling area. ~n unmanned floatin~ bar~e can then be used to 
recover the thickened slurry for hi~h denSity slope disposal. SSPL has 
desi~ned such systems for the dia~ond and coal industries. 

Increase ~Th~i~c~k=e~n~e~r~ _De_o_. t_h_ 

~n increase in the depth of ~ thickener causes greater comoression and hence 
higher underflow densities. This approach is the basis of the Deep Cone 
thickeners developed in the UK coal industry and the Jamaican aluminium 
industry (~bbot et al, 1971: ~kers, 1975) 
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E.I. Robinsky is developin~ a special filte~ thickene~ in Canada pu~oosely 
desi~ned to achieve the inte~~edi~te ~an~e of densities requi~ed. ~ p~ototyPe 

is cu~~ently bein~ tested. 

-
This a!l!lroach is bein,!; i~ple'1lented for tailin,!;s disposal in the coal and 
'!lineral 9ands industries. The '1Iineral sands industry ~ixes dry sand with 
thickener underflow sli'1les to achieve a hi~h density slurry. In the coal 
industry it is econo~icall y attractive to purposely crush the coa~se re jects 
for '1IilCin~ with fine tailin~s thickener underflow to achieve the hi~h density 
cO'1lbined tailin~s. In SO'1le cases in the ,!;old industry it mav be feasible to 
'1Iix overburden '1laterial with the tailin~s to achieve a hi~h densitv slu~ry. 

Substream Filterin~ 

This option involves s!llittin'!; the tailings strea'1l and usin,!; conventional 
filters 01" centrifu~es to produce a low moisture cake. This is then 
reco'llbined with the low density st~eam to produce the desired hi'!;h densitv 
9lurry. 

Che'1lical Treat'!lent ------
Addition of li~e or caustic to adjust pH cO'1l'llonly result9 in a thinnin~ of the 
slurrv. The converse is also true - if the pH of the tailings is lowered by 
acid addition the slu~ry will thicken. pH is not the only factor which 
influences the slu~ry viscosity. The Boddin'!;ton mine will rely on special 
chemical thinnin~ a,!;ents. 3i'1lilarly che'1lical thickenin~ a,!;ents are available. 
By this approach a si'1lple chemical dosin~ plant could achieve the required 
density without a thickener bein~ required. 

5. SU'!'1ARISING THE ADnNnGES OF HIG!! DENSITY DISPOSAL -------
SO'1le environ'llental advanta~es of thi9 'llethod of disposal are: 

a. Elimination of lar~e tailin~s dams - visuallv pleasin~ cone shaped 
hills instead. 

b. A few '1lonths after minin~ ceases the deposit is completely 1ry and 
rehabilitation can be~in. 

c. Cyanide dispersal 1epends on contact with the atmosphere. The cone 
shaped deposit to~ether with the fact that no area is submer~ed mean 
'1laximu'1l contact with the atmosphere and therefore maxi'1lum rate of 
cyanide dispersal. 

d. The continuous slope on the deposit '1Ieans that sub surface draina~e 
after rain will leach salt9 from the top layer leavin'!; an ideal 
surface for reve~etation. The salt will appear around the perimeter 
but this area could be covered by 9crapin,!; a thin, salt free laver 
from the depOSit. 
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~. Steep tailin~s da~ walls, with their susceptibility to erosion and 
failure, are avoided. 

~ro~ an econo~ic viewooint the advanta~es are: 

a. ~o tailin~s dams walls required. 

b. ~o water recovery syste~, pu~ps and pipeline required. Consequently 
no power is required at the disposal .site. 

c. Less pipe blocka~es due to the inherantly non-settlin~ pulp . This 
reduces labour require~ents for tailin~s disposal ~ana~e~ent. 

d . The ~round beneath the tailin~s area is not per"llanently sterilized 
since the tailin~s can be moved if necess"lry. With removal of only a 
small proportion of the material around the perimeter the area 
required can be less than that required f.or a conventional da~. 

~. CO~CLUS IO~S 

The hi~h density slope disposal ~ethod of tailin~s disposal is 'an attractive 
al'ternative to the conventional tailin~s dam. " It has obvious environmental 
a~vanta~es. There can also be si~nificant econo~ic "Idvanta~es. 

This concept has been successfully applied in ~any other ind,ustries includin~ 
aluminium, coal, copper, '!lineral sands, power ''!eneration and uraniwll 
ir.1ustries. In Westerl) 4.ustral'ia it is bein~ used by Ucoa, Ar~yle Dialllon1 
'lines and Associated "!inerals Consolidated. 

The technolo~y exists' now, to i'!lplelllent this scheme in the ~old industry. 
Desi<;n methods developed in other indus,tries can be utilized. Conventional 
thickenin~ met,hods can be used to achieve the required hi~h density' slurries. 
There are, also a nu~ber:' of other ~ethods available which have been utilized in 
other industries. These should be considered in any evaluation of the 
technolo~v for ~old application., 
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Detailed planning and lengthy metallurgical testing normally precede the 

development of a mining project. However, until quite recently little or no 

advance thought was given to the environmentally sound closure of these 

properties. In fact, it was common for an operator to simply close the gate 

and abandon a site when the mine could no longer operate profitably. 

This paper will address the environmental aspects of mine closure from 

several perspectives. It begins with an overview of the experience in the 

United States, placing such activities In a regulatory context. The second 

section focuses on anticipating closure concerns and the types of advance 

closure planning which can be done prior to a project's development or during 

its active life. The final section discusses specific closure activities and how 

they can minimize continuing environmental impacts. 

As used in this paper, the term "closure" refers to those activities 

performed upon termination of operations in order to leave the property in a 

safe and environmentally acceptable condition. It may include re vegetation or 

other reclamation activities designed to restore the land surface to a 

productive use; construction or maintenance of diversions or other safeguards 

to control future releases of pollutants; institution of measures to protect 

wildlife; or continued monitoring to assure that no unfore3een environlTlCntal 

problems arise. Closure may be viewed to compri!e all those activities 

necessary not only to comply with existing laws and regulations, but more 

importantly, to minimize future liabilities arising £rom impacts on human health 

or the environment attributable to the past action of the facility's owner. 
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United St&tcs Experience 

Historically in the United States and elsewhere, when a mining operation 

was played out the owner simply moved on to a new prospect. Concepts such 

as reclamation, teve,~tation, or groundwater management were completely 

foreign to the mining industry. Fugitive dust from tailings ponds Ot waste 

dumps, sedimentation of surface water, or impacts on groundwater quality 

were viewed as the natural and unavoidable results of the recovery of mineral 

resources, not just within the industry itself but to a great extent ameni the 

general public. To a degree, this non-approach to the problem made some 

sense, since no actions were taken which could preclude the reopening of an 

operation if economic considerations warranted it. 

However, within the last few decades the level of environmental 

awareness of the public as well as the industry has risen dramatically, and 

practices which were formerly acceptable are no longer so viewed. Where 

costs for environmental controls were once considered to be add-Qns to the 

costs of production, they are now seen as a cost of doing business. Where 

closure activities were once the farthest thing from an operator's mind during 

the active life of a mine and rarely considered even when production ceased, 

these aspects must now often be addressed before an operation receives iu 

authorization to begin development. 

Requirements for closure of mines in the U.S. vary dramatically 

depending on the state in which the operation is located, the ownership of 

the land, and the cCM'd,lodity being mined. Facilities on privately owned lands 

mining all commodities except coal and uranium are subject only to state 

regulation. Each state has its own body of laws and regulations impacting 

mine closure; some states have detailed performance standards for acceptable 
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revegctation. while others simply require such things as the -minimization" of 

fugiti'Ve dust. A few states even go so far as to require back£illing of pits. 

While some states have separate mined land reclamation progr;ams. others draw 

their requirements from their various media-oriented programs. such as air or 

water quality. 

Por eumple, in Colorado all mining operations must be permitted by the 

Mined Land Reclamation Board. Revegetation of disturbed lands is required, 

and surface facilities such as mills must be removed upon closure. Although 

pits need not be backfilled. they must be left in a safe, stable condition. 

There is no stipulated pit wall angle. For underground mines, all shafts, 

adits, portals, etc. must be sealed to preclude human access. In order to 

secure the permit, a bond must be posted which is sufficient to cover the 

estimated costs involved in closure. 

In contrast to Colorado's approach, the state of Nevada has no such 

agency dedicated to overseeing mine closures. Impacts on air quality are 

controlled through the Air Quality Office's issuance of surface disturbance 

permits. These permits are required for any land disturbance of 20 acres or 

more, and normally stipulate that topsoils be stripped from waste dump 

locations or other surface disturbances and be stockpiled for future 

reclamation. A fugitive dust control plan must be submitted at least six 

months prior to the closure of a mining facility, but its contents is negotiable 

between the state and the operator. Nevada water quality regulations require 

that prior to abandonment of cyanide heap leach spoils, the heap must be 

washed with fresh water until the effluent has a stable pH len than 8.S or 

the level of free cyanide is below 1.0 ppm. Solution ponds must be 

evaporated to dryness or otherwise emptied and their liners folded over and 

buried. PiU must be closed in a manner which prevents ponding of poor 

quality water. 

- 3 -
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The state of Arizona, where many large copper operations are located, 

has no reclamation requirements at all. The state's air quality regulations call 

for measures to "minimize to the extent practicable, the emission of fugitive 

dust" from tailings piles. However, there is no specific re vegetation 

requirement, possibly . due to the recognition of the difficulties involved in 

revegetatlon in such an arid climate. Control of impacts to groundwater from 

closed mining facilities is currently being developed through a recently passed 

Environmental Quality Act. Although the regulations to implement this 

legislation are yet to be written, they will call for installation of the Best 

Available Demonstrated Control Technology to reduce or eliminate all 

discharges to groundwater. 

As much as the various state closure requirements differ, most share 

some common elements. These elements can be addressed through the 

imposition of specific requirements for specific actions, or they may be 

addressed by a blanket requirement to meet some ambient air or water quality 

standard. Basically, most state programs seek to restore some productive use 

to the majority of the mine site, to minimize or eliminate the generation of 

fugitive dust, and to protect surface and groundwater quality. 

All mining operation on lands controlled by the u. S • Government must 

comply with federal closure requirements contained in the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) in addition to those requirements imposed by 

the state. In such caSeS, common requirements include stockpiling of topsoil 

for reclamation of di:sturbed areas, recontouring of waste piles for enhanced 

long-term stability, and removal of all surface features such as buildings and 

roads. Reclamation bonds can be required at the discretion of the 

administering agency. 

At the present time, orily coal and uranium operations are regulated by 

the Federal Government, regardless of their location. The Surface Mining 
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Control and Reclamation Act (SMCRA) contains detailed requirements for the 

remediation of coal mines. The original land contours must be reestabUshed 

and revegetated, and bonds for these activities must be posted. The 

Uranium Mill Tailings Reclamation and Conuol Act (UMTRCA) does not impact 

the actual mining of this commodity, but contains strict design and operational 

requirements for the disposal of uranium mill tailings. Synthetically lined 

tailings ponds and intricate seepage detection and groundwater monitoring 

systems arc required at these facilities. Upon closure, the pond must be 

covered with a sufficient earthen cap to restrict the emission of radon gas to 

specified levels. Further, all equipment used in the milling operation must 

either be decontaminated or disposed of with the tailings. A bond must be 

posted to cover the cost of all these activities before mining and milling may 

start. 

Although the current scope of federal regulation of mining waste is 

limited to either specific commodities (coal and uranium) or to mining activities 

on federally held land. a project is now underway within the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) to develop regulations generally 

applicable to waste dhposal operations at all mining facilities. 'EPA 

contemplates an all-encompassing regulatory package including design and 

operational and closure criteria. The regulations would only be applied in 

states which do not have their own programs to adequately address such 

operations. Although it is too early in this effort to predict the types of 

closure requirements which may be stipulated, it is clear that EPA is focusing 

on three major categories of waste: cyanide-bearing wastes from precious 

metals milling and leaching; wastes which may form acid upon oxidation. such 

as copper mill tailings or waste rock containing significant amounts of pyrite; 

and radioactive wute from uranium or phosphate mining. 

- s -
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There is one final element of the ~egulatory closure puzzle in the 

United States which has the potential to override all other regulatory 

considerations. Entitled the Comprehensive Environmental Response, 

Compensation and Liability Act, this legislation is commonly referred to as 

"Supedund" because It sets up a 9 billion-dollar fund to remediate sites 

which pose a threat to human health. The fund is available fo~ ,ny site, 

including mining as well as manufacturing, municipal landfills, etc., where a 

releue of pollutants has occurred. Although such funds are available for 

these cleanups, fund money is only used if no financially solvent ~esponsible 

party can be identified. Further, compliance with existing laws ,nd 

regulations may not be an adequate defense against an action under 

Supedund, except in very narrow circumstances. The law has been used to 

force the current owners of a mining property to clean up pollution resulting 

from activities which have predated their involvement by nearly 100 years. 

The strict groundwater cleanup guidelines adopted undcr this program can 

result in huge expenditures at mining operations which are not adequately 

closed upon termination of operations. Superfund presents the single 

greatest potential for liability for both active and inaetlvc mining opcrations. 

The specter of Superfund hangs over all mining closures in the U. S •• 

prompting operators to ensure that not only have applicable state and federal 

closure requirements been met, but that all releases of pollutants to the 

environment are minimized to the extent pucticable. 

Currently in the United States the exact nature of closure requirements 

for mining operations Is still evolving. While operations subject to state 

requirements or operating on federal lands may have some degree of certainty 

regarding what will be expected of them, the impacts of federal regulations 

currently under development and the potential involvement of Superfund are 
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more difficult to assess. What is certain is that closure of mining operations 

in an environmentally sound manner is the order of the day. Operations 

which can anticipate such requirements and plan for them wilt not be caught 

short when their reserves are depleted and the property cannot support the 

expense of such mealures. 

Anticipatins and Planning for Co.ure 

Given the evolving state of closure requirements for mining operations, 

it is somewhat difficult to predict with any certainty what activities will be 

necessary when an active property is shut down 10 to 30 years from now. 

However, an awareness of the types of impacts mining may have on human 

health or the environment allows an operator to anticipate those areas of 

c;oncern which can be iuue, upon closure and to develop plans or strategies 

to address them. The environmental pathways by which pollutants from 

mining operations can reach human or animal receptors are air transport, 

entry into surface waters, seepage to groundwater, or direct c;ontact. 

Additionally, interaction among these pathways ean occur with wind-borne 

pollution deposited in surface water or exchange between surface and 

groundwater flows. 

The primary sources ol wind-blown contaminants ol closed facilities are 

mill tailings and waste rock. Tailings may be highly resistant to blowing 

while a property is in its active phase and the pond is kept moist, but upon 

closure, the tailings can become quite susceptible to wind transport. Tailings 

and waste rocle can aho be susceptible to erosion from rainfall or snowmelt. 

Such erosion can introduce sediment loads or contaminant concentrations into 

surface waters to the detriment of the existing water quality and aquatic 

habitat. These types of impach are not limited to tailings and waste rocle 
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runoff from plant sites may contain reagents, oils, or other such 

contaminants. Areas surrounding smelters operated without adequate 

particulate removal technology may contribute significant concentrations of 

metals to runoff. 

Tailings ponds and leaching operations, as well as waste dumps and 

various process ponds, may be potential sources of groundwater 

contamination. Depending on the local hydrology I groundwater problems can 

become surface water concerns if this water is forced to the surface as 

springs or stream flow. While impacts on groundwater may only be of 

concern if the aquifer in question is a source of human drinking water, 

contamination of surface water may be more problematic since most aquatic 

organisms are more sensitive to pollutants than is man. However, since most 

arid regions rcly on groundwater for potable use, contamination of this 

resource can present serious problems. 

Direct contact with mine wastes upon closure is the teast likely source 

of liability , but it can be significant in some cases. Precious metals, waste 

containing cyanide. radioactive waste materials, and asbestos wastes may be 

legitimate causes of concern If left acceS5ible to the general public. In the 

U.S. there have been incidences of children playing on uranium tailings and 

housing developments being built on asbestos tailings. Regardless of the 

actual physical peril these situations may present, they were met with a 

public outcry and resulting outlay of millions of dollars to prevent further 

direct contact with these wastes. 

Armed with an understanding of the potential types and causes of 

environmental liabilitic3 which may result upon abandonment of a mining 

property. it is possible to anticipate these problems and plan for their 

avoidance or minimization in the mast cost-effective manner. Long before an 
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operation is to bc shut down, a reclal1\&~on plan can be devised. Su~h. 

plan can eVCn b. drawn up pdoc to developlns a project. The level of detail 

of the plan need not be exactln,. but the more .pecJfics which <:an be 

pf&jeeted. the .t~.ter the plant, utJllty. The plan could include the followin& 

~yp •• of. information: the extent of total land -dbturb.n~ei the amount of 

topsoil which can be stockpiled durinl project development; the JmOunc of 

topsoil needed to establllh an effective veletative cover on thOle areas 

requirinl protection from erosion; the measures required to stabilile waate 

dumps or leach heapI and dump.; the type. of prOGl;dures ntee ... ,y W 

optimlse revelet.tion practices, such as determinins che abnity 01 bare 

taainss or waste toc:k. to support veg~atlon, estabUshing test plots to anen 

the effcctiveneu of various plant species. fertiUscrs, fertilization rates, 

irrigation practices. and planting method'l and moat importantly, cstlmatel 

lor final closure coats. hn estimate of closure COltS is esp«:iaDy Important 

for Iarse opc ... tiona where hundreds of thousands Of nen minions of dollan 

may be needed for closure. Such coats are only manaseable H thoy ate let 

aside during the produc;tive phase of an operation while the project is still 

geneeatins _.h, or planned fot In sane; other like manner. 

While a reclamation plan can be a valuatole tQoI to anticipate aornc types 

of closure concerns, a detailed hydrogeologic:al Investi,adon is needed to plan 

for closufe activities direc;ted at protection of !uruee and aroundwater 

qUl-lity. An adequate .. ndent.ndins of sroundwater flow pa"crns, rechuge 

areas, geochcrni.try and downgradlent Ulel c:an be valuable in predictins 'he 

potential impacts a mining facility may havc. Such Information can also be 

... ed to detcrn,;ne th .. l .. vel water w/U cbe to in an undetground or open pit 

mine once dewatering operations arc terminated and what the potential 

chemical quality of cilia wlltcr may be. In many cases it is preferable tIC) 
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determine various aquifer parameters prior to a mine's development, so that 

operations do not influence the presence of Ittesian conditions or aquifer 

transmissivlty. However. such advance determination is not possible with 

existing operations. 

Definition of the surface wlter flow regime is also needed to adequately 

plan for closure. In order to design correctly-sized diversion ditches or 

other protective structures, an understanding of the size of the watershed 

upgradient of the operation. the area's precipitation patterns and peak storm 

events, and the surface's runoff characteristics are all required ~ It is aho 

necessary to estimate sediment transport utes when sizing diversion or 

catchment basins. 

Sampling of surface and groundwater quality prior to and during the 

operational life of ;l facility can also assist In anticipating closure concerns 

and planning for closure activities. Documentation of the presence of 

pollutants In groundwater before the start of operations can remove the 

burden of groundwater remcdiation upon closure. Similarly, if sampling of 

surface water or runoff during the active life of a facility shows this water to 

be of high quality, costly diversion lItructures and their attendant 

maintenance may be avoided. Sampling of groundwater during operations will 

reveal if facilities such as tailings ponds or leach heaps and dumps are 

impacting this resource. If no impacts arc observed while solutions are 

actively being placed on these facilities. or the Impacts arc not at a level of 

concern. then the likelihood of mote severe impacts occurring after closure is 

minimal and no significant costs will be associated with remediating 

contaminated groundwater. However, if impacts arc occurring during 

operations. they are better addressed as soon as pouible to limit costs. 
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Anticipating closure concerns and ptannlng means to address them can 

make the shut down of a mining property more manageable and cost-effective. 

However, planning alone does not do the job - once the last ore is extracted 

from the ground and its metal value recovered, the real work of closure 

begins. 

Closure Activities 

Closure activities should be designed with two Scab in mind. Pirst, 

any regulatory requirements for specific actions must be met. Operatlne 

permits or other such authorizations may Include stipulations for various 

reclamation or closure aetions. Secondly, the property must be left in a 

condition which poses no unreasonable threat to human health or the 

environment. It will probably be impo~sible to remove all risk from most 

situation s, but all practicable means must be employed if potential liabilities 

are to be minimized. It must be noted that those two goals arc not 

necessarily eguivalent. It may be necessary to perform closure actions - . . 

beyond those specifically required by law or regulation in order to abandon a 

property in a manner which effectively limits liabilities. A case in point is 

the concept of "attractive nuisance· in American law. Although no specific 

requirement may exist to remove buildings at an abandoned mine site, a child 

who is injured while playing in such a building can claim that the structure 

was'so attractive that it Invited his attention and led to his injury. Had the 

building been removed at effectively sealed, no injury and no lawsuit would 

have occurred. 

The choice of necessary and appropriate closure practices is dictated by 

the applicable regulations and numerous site-specific factors regarding 

environmental conditions and potential costs. Potential closure practices ate 

presented below, grouped according to the type of facility to be closed. 
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Mill Tailing and Waste Rock Dump.: Closure activities for these facilities are 

directed to control emissions of fugitive dust, erosion by water and the 

resultant impacts on long-term stability and surface water quality, and 

potential impacts on groundwater quality. Many measures haVe multiple 

benefits. Por example, effective revegetation controls erosion by both wind 

and water, thereby also enhancing structural stability. 
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Several methods for revegetation are available and the choice between 

them is dependent on materials availability and cost. If sufficient topsoil was 

stockpiled durinS project development Or is available nearby at reasonable 

cost, covering the tailings Of waste dump with a six-inch to one-foot layer of 

such material may prove to be the most expedient means of reestablishing a 

vegetative cover. Depending on the nature of the waste rock, it may be 

possible to allow natural revegetation to take place rather than incur the cost 

of a cover and reseeding. 

Directreseeding of waste rock and tailings is also possible and may be 

preferable to covering such facilities with topsoil, given economic 

considerations. Direct revegetation may take longer to establish, but may be 

cost-effecti ve in the long run. Incorporation of organic material or other 

fertilizer may be necessary for direct revegetation to be successful. The 

direct revegetation or soil capping of a tailings pond may be impossible 

immediately upon closure due to the inability of the slime~ area to support 

equipment. In such a case, it may . be possible to spread waste rock over the 

pond. This cover can then be allowed to revegetate naturally or be directly 

teseeded . 

In arid areas irrigation must be considered. However, all efforts 

should be directed at producing a self-sustaining vegetative cover which I 

once established, requires no irrigation. It may therefore be advisable to 
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attempt revegetation with local species acclimatized to existing conditions so 

that costly irrigation practices do not have to be maintained indefinitely. 
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The types of preplanning discussed earlier are invaluable when choosing 

between these various options. Test plot work performed prior to closure can 

determine if natural revegctation of w;utc dumps will be adequate. if direct 

re vegetation of tailings and dumps can be accomplished. and what the most 

desirable species. planting techniques, fertilization rates, irrigation practices , 

etc., will be. 

The steep slopes of some waste dumps may present problems in 

revegetation. It may be necessary for both effective re vegetation and 

enhanced stability to recontour these dumps to include benches. This 

procedure makcs the slopes accessible for reseeding operations and provides 

barriers to water erosion. 

While rccontouring and revegetation can inhibit the impacts of water 

crosion, the density of plant growth in arid regions will not be sufficient to 

eliminate it completely. It may therefore be necessary to minimize run--<)n of 

precipitation to the pond or dump by constructing diversion ditches to 

channel surface flow around the facility. The necessity of such a measure 

would be dictated by the location of the facility, the size of the watershed 

existing upgradient, and the rate of precipitation. However, in arid regions 

it may be beneficial to allow run--<)n to the pond to promote plant growth. 

If significant runoff from the facility is expected and perennial or 

ephemeral surface water could be impacted, structures to trap sediments may 

be required. Catchment basins can be exca1lated below the facility. but these 

can require maintenance as they fill with material. In situations where 

incised drainages are directly downgradient of a pond or dump. remediation of 

the drainage and control of sedimentation can be accomplished simultaneously. 
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Loose rock structures can be emplaced at intervals In the drainage to settle 

out solids and rebuild the channel. The structures would not impound water, 

only slow its flow sufficiently to drop out its sediment load. 

The nature of closure activities to address potential impacts on 

groundwater quality is dependent on the extent of groundwater monitoring 

conducted prior to closure and the results of that monitoring. Seepage from 

the pond will slowly taper off when tailings are no longer being deposited. 1£ 

monitoring conducted prior teclosure indicates no cause for concern, then no 

closure activities will be required. However, If groundwater is being 

contaminated in excess of allowable standards, measures must be taken to 

mitigate the impact upon closure. Interceptor wells and pump-back systems 

may already be in place if monitoring and remedial actions were required by 

an operating permit. If this is the case, these facilities must be kept in 

operation and the contaminated water either evaporated or otherwise legally 

disposed of. If no such system is in place and no regulations exist to 

require remediation, then closure activities may not be required. 

Tailings or waste rock with a significant pyrite content may require 

additional closure activities in some cases. Depending on the material's 

neutralization capacity and the amount and distribution of preCipitation 

experienced at the site, these wastes may form sulfurlc acid over time due to 

oxidation. · Several test protocols are available to determine the potential of 

pyritic materials to form acid, but none have yet been adequately field tested 

over time to provide definitive predictions. 

The U.S. EPA is currently funding additional research in this area as 

part of their efforts to create a set of federal regulations. However, at this 

point it appears that, at least in arid regions, insuHicient precipitation exists 

to create impacts on gtoundwater from such materials. Except in specific 
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situations such as in situ leaching, acid generation is generllly a surface 

water concern, as acidic runoff from tailings or wute rock mobilizes metals 

which may then be carried to surface waters. Control of runoff and run-on 

by use of berms, trenches. or evaporation ponds can control these impacts. 

Leaching Pac:ffitic.: Closure measures appropriate for leaching operations 

depend on the method otleaching, the commodity being recovered, and the 

nature of the mineralization. Precious metals leaching presents different 

concerns upon closure than does acid leaching of copper, and oxide copper 

ore presents different concerns than does sulfide ore. In situ leaching 

presents still different concerns. 

The chief considerations upon closure of a precious metals heap leach 

operation focus on the residual cyanide content of the leach spoils. Very 

little data exists on the species of cyanide present in these wastes and the 

potential of this cyanide to enter the environment in toxic forms and 

concentrations. However, because the cyanide is associated with the gold or 

silver within the heap, it is prudent practice both from an operational and an 

environmental standpoint to wash residual cyanide from the heap with water 

after commercial recovery has stopped, but before it is abandoned. It is 

assumed that upon abandonment, the combination of volatilization of hydrogen 

cyanide due to the slightly acidic nature of precipitation and the comptexing 

of cyanides into highly insoluble species will effectively decontaminate the 

heap. 

Cyanide solutions remaining at closure can be either evaporated or 

treated by such means as alkaline chlorination to destroy any residual 

cyanide. Synthetic liners in the ponds ate normally folded over themselves 

and the pond is d,en filled in. Berms or sediment traps can be constructed 
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around the heap if sedimentation of surface waters is a potential problem. 

Since the par tide size of leach spoils is usually quite large, fugitive dust 

emiuions from these operations are not usually of concern. However, if 

revegetation is required, emplacement of topsoil or waste rock will likely be 

more effective than attempts to reseed the heap directly. It should be noted 

that any cover placed over the heap will Inhibit the natural detoxification 

mechanisms. as rates of air and water exchange within the heap will decrease. 

Closure problems for acidic copper leaching are somewhat different than 

at cyanide leach operations for two basic reasons: copper leaching is 

normally conducted on unprepared, unlined ground; and leaching of sulfide 

ores can be a self-sustaining process which continues even after addition of 

acid has ceased. The unlined nature of these operations increases the 

potential for groundwater impacts. As with tailings ponds. grounclwater 

monitoring should be conducted during operations to determine the project's 

impacts. Also, as with tailings, if no impacts occur as leaching talces place, 

it Is unlikely to occur upon closure when precipitation is the only source of 

solution. However, if impacts do occur, interceptor well systems may be 

required. 

Recharge of the dump should be minimized by controlling run-on, and 

surface water impacts should be addressed by runoff controls. If 

precipitation rates and distributions are such that seepage continues after 

acid addition is halted, and the combination of pyrite content and microbial 

activity maintains a le .. chate quality low in pH and high in metals. additional 

measures must be taken. One technique used in the coal industry. but not 

yet proven in hard rock mining. is periodic treatment with anionic surfectants 

such as COlYrnOn detergents. These substances severely limit the population 

of thio bacillus ferrooxidans, the bacterium responsible for the rapid 
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oxidation of .ullides to lulbtes. When the rate of. this oxidation Is reduced 

to onty Its chemical component. the natural neutrallntion c:apadty cl the ore 

may be sufficient to tcndet the leachatc harmless. A sianificant drawback to 

this approach i. that application of the biocide must be done every two to 

five yurs. As an alternative to luch treatment, Cappin8 with a relatively 

Impermeable material so that Inmentlon 11 reduced may be the only feasible 

method to halt continued acidic seepalea. However, bc16re capplns is 

attempted the SOurce ot water must be clearly defined, as cappinl wilt not be 

effective if water is enterin, the dump bom Iptin, activity or aroundwater. 

A. with cyanide leach apc;oils, copper dump leac;h waate may not be 

subject to fusitlve dust emissions. However, if revegetation is requited. a 

soil or waste rock cover may be necessary due to icon buildup or .cidific;adon 

of the dump surface. 

Closure of copper oxide:: leach dumps ls more straishtforward than 

sulfide dumps since continued acid formation should not be of concern. Once 

residual acid Is washed from t"'e dump. run-on control, may not be nec;enarT 

since te2.Chin~ will be halted and runoEf eontrob will only be required to 

control sedimentation of nurby surface wateu. 

In situ leach operation3 pose all the same closure concern I as dump 

lca<eh operations. However, an in-<le::pth undcutandins of Il"Oundwate::r 

hydrology is required at In sItu operations, as leachlna may be taking place 

within a cone of depression of the surround!ns aquifer. In such. case It Is 

only the continued pumpln; of le.c;hatc. vc mine dewaterin" whieh allow a the 

ope(ation to prcxeed in an environmentally safe manner. The problem in 

closure of this type of operation IItems. frorn continued leaching of aul£idc:: ore 

once it is subjected to continued oxidation. When conducted in subsidence 
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areas or within open pits, these operations act as basins which attract water. 

Short of continued pumping of acidic leachate, or total mine dewatering, there 

are no euy solutions for closure of these facilities. 

Mines: Closure practices for mines themselves are dependent on the existence 

of water in the mine. Dry open pits present little in the way of closure 

requirements. Unstable high walls should be brought down and the area 

should be fenced and posted to preclude access. Back£illing of open piU 

should not be required, especially for existing operations where the costs of 

such a practice were not allowed for when the project's economics were 

considered. Por open pits which make water, an adequate definition of the 

hydrology is necessary to determine if the water will reach equilibrium or 

continue to rise and overflow the pit. In the U.S., some states allow mines 

to be closed as lakes only If the water will be of good quality. If a stable 

lalce of poor quality will result upon closure, it may be possible to construct 

a barrier to Inflow to the pit, such as a grout curtain or slurty wan, and 

force the water to remain below the surface. 

Similar concerns face the closure of underground mines. Here, a 

detailed understanding of how and where water enters the mine is essential, 

so that mechanisms of contamination can be defined .and appropriate measures 

can be taken. In some cases, bulkheading of the appropriate shaft or tunnel 

may be sufficient. The relative elevations of various workings and the 

ground .surface are important considerations in closing these facilities, as is 

the expected final water elevation within the mine. The presence of drainage 

tunnels further complicates the situation. Site specific factors in closing this 
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type of mine make it impossible to generalize in a discussion such as this. 

However, In all cases it is desirable to prohibit access to underground 

workings upon their closure. 

Depending on the nature of closure activities undertllken, it may be 

necessary to periodically perform post-closure measures. Post-closure refers 

to those activities needed to ensure that closure measures have achieved their 

desired goals and will continue to do so, It includes such practices as ' 

continued groundwater or surface water monitoring to show compliance with 

applicable standards and inspection and maintenance of diversion, catchment 

structures, fencing, etc. While regullltions for the disposal of hazardous 

waste in the United States specify the term of the post--closure period as 30 

years, no regulations applicable to mining operations contain specific 

requirements regarding such practices, except for uranium operations. 
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1 .0 Introduction 

That section of the earth's crust for which we use the term 11soi1" is 

confined to a thin layer at the surface. Nearly all terrestial life relies 

on this thin layer for water, nutrients and physical support. The 

maintenance of a dynamic and sustainable plant and animal life will depend 

on careful : management of this soil resource. 

These general statements apply particularly to the soils of inland Western 

Australia. These soils are often very old and leached, shallow, low in 

nutrients, low in organic matter and water holding capacity relative to 

soils in more favoured environments. The aridity of the climate makes 

good management of these soils even more important in the establishment 

and maintenance of a healthy plant and animal population. 

Mining represents an intensive, but temporary disturbance of the soil 

layer over relatively small areas. Rehabilitation of areas disturbed 

by mining can best be achieved in the Goldfields of W.A. by careful 

management and handling of this original soil layer, so that its properties 

are not lost forever . 

This paper will concentrate on soil manageme~t as it affects landscape 

rehabilitation following mining in the semi-arid environment of the 

Goldfields of Western Australia. 
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2.0 Features of an Arid Environment 

2 . 1 Coping with Low Rainfall 

Arid regions typically receive a low and unreliable rainfall which 

is insufficient to support any reliable crop production. In the 

Goldfields, short rainy periods (usually in the period from mid-summer 

to mid-winter) produce a "pulse" of plant growth that is followed 

by long periods when water becomes increasingly limiting. Rainfall 

IIdrives" the ecosystems in this area and situations can be found 

where natural water harvesting or water spreading seek to maximise 

the exploitation of this scarce rainfall by concentrating water in 

Qertain area. The native vegetation is siow growing and not very 

productive. Its main aim is survival. Droughts, which are common 

are either resisted or evaded. Plants that resist drought are normally 

very long lived (50-200 years) and recruitment of new individuals 

into populations occurs rarely. These plants give the vegetation 

an underlying stability in all seasons. In the Goldfields the most 

common examples are the Eucalypts, the mUlgas (Acacia aneura) and 

the pearl bluebush (Maireana sedifolia) . 

Plants that evade drought are able to quickly respond to the adequate 

soil moisture by completing a life cycle of seed to plant to seed 

in a short time. The plants survive drought as seeds "lie in waiting" 

for the next rainy period. Such plants are the annual herbs and 

grasses most notably the profusion of wildflowers which can occur 

following rainy winters in the Goldfields. 
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2.2 Resilience 

Properly managed, an arid ecosystem is resilient in the face of 

environmental pressures such as flood, fire and drought. These forces 

can change the face of the system for a variable time but self correcting 

mechanisms will occur. The recovery of the Eucalypt woodlands from 

the timber cutting in the early 1900's is an example. The processes 

returning the woodlands to their former state will continue for 

perhaps a further 100 years. Resilience therefore is the ability 

to quickly respond to outside pressures but then return to the original 

state. A properly rehabilitated mine site will need a resilient 

ecosystem. 

2.3 Degradation of an Arid Ecosystem 

This occurs when human pressure is sufficient to overcome the 

"resilience" of an ecosystem, which will then slump to a lower state 

of the quality of the natural resources. This process, once commenced is 

irreversible without determined management inputs. The principal caUse 

will be a reduction in the capacity of the soil (due to some disturbance -

grazing, erosion) to provide the required water and nutrients to 

the plants. So the health of the soil is fundamental to the structure 

and resilience of the vegetation layer upon it. The "determined 

management inputs" mentioned above are those which will need to be 

put in place in any process of mining rehabilitation. 
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3.0 Soils - Factors Influencing Management 

Eastern Goldfields soils are old and by general standards , not very fertile. 

On the old plateau surfaces, very old sandy soils, with extremely low 

nutrient levels have been formed in situ over laterite. On the extensive 

alluvial plains of the new plateau, shallow acidic red earths occur often 

over a siliceous hard pan. These soils are prone to erosion if disturbed. 

Alluvial material carried to the salt lakes has formed acidic, saline, 

texture contrast soils of quite high fertility. The most fertile soils 

will however be the loams and clay loams formed from the "greenstone" 

sediments which are deep and fertile. They are limited in extent but 

usually occur near active mining centres. Soil factors that need to be 

considered in any management programme in the Eastern Goldfields are as 

follows. 

3. 1 Soil Water Storage and Availability 

The amount of water that a soil can store is a major determinant 

of the type and amount of vegetation that the soil can support. Soil 

water storage will also influence the relative amounts of rainfall 

that are either retained as soil water, or shed as run-off. The 

surface infiltration rate during any rainfall event will also determine 

the level of soil moisture. Compact ion of the soil surface (by grazing 

or vehicle traffic), removal of vegetation or a change in site hydrology 

can all reduce the re-charge of the soil water store in favour of 

increasing run-off. Clearly in an environment such as the Eastern 

Goldfields, any practice which which reduces the infiltration rate 

will have a debilitating effect on the vegetation. 



3.1 .1 Run-on Water 

In arid situations, water moving from an impermeable surface 

to one where infiltration is possible in an important mechanism 

ensuring plant productivity in those favoured areas. Much 

of che mulga (Acacia aneura) landscape in inland Australia 

consists of a grove/inte,rgrove pattern where the trees and 

shrubs growing in the groves rely on run-on water from the 

sparsely vegetated intergroves. Any planning of works in 

areas where run-on water is important must consider this important 

characteristic. The use of run-on water or water harvesting 

techniques can enhance plant growth in a rehabilitation programme. 

3.2 Soil Reaction (pH) 

An important soil characteristic is the pH. An acid soil has a pH 

of less than 7.0. An alkaline soil has a pH of more than 7.0. 

Typically Goldfields soils formed from basic rocks have a pH in the 

range of 7.0 - 8.5. Soils formed from weathering of the old plateau 

or on the extensive mUlga alluvial plains have a reaction that is 

neutral (7.0) to slightly acid (6.5). Plant species have specific 

pH requirements. Any activity that changes the soil acidity!alkanlinity 

should be considered in the light of the effect that this change 

will have an existing or planned vegetation. 

3.3 Soil Salinity 
• 

Many of the soils of the Eastern Goldfields have relatively high 

conductivity levels indicating the presence of soluble salts. The 

varying levels of soil salinity have a profound effect on the type of 

vegetation growing on different soils. The halophytic vegetation on the 

saline duplex soils (saltbush, samphire) contrasts markedly with the 

Acacia and Eucalypt woodlands growing an adjacent soils of low salinity. 

Salinity commonly increases with depth. 
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Table 1 gives the average salinities at depth for a number of soil 

samples taken from an area immediately east of the Fimiston gold 

mining area. 

Table 1 Soil conductivities (and estimated total salts) at various 

depths in an area immediately east of the Fimiston Gold 

Mining area 

Soil Depth (cm) 

0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 

EC(1+5) mSm- i 

11.09 
18.54 
67.99 

112.14 
136.76 

Estimated Percentage 
Total Salts 

0.03 
0.06 
0.22 
0.36 
0.44 

The accepted level of salinity that will affect the growth of non-

salt tolerant vegetation is 0.1 percent salt. 

Soil salinity levels need to be considered carefully when handling 

a soil-plant resource. In general terms it will be easier to work 

with soils of low salinity as this maximises the range of plants 

that the soil will support. Where only saline soils are available , 

then it will be necessary to match these with halophytic plants 

principally saltbush (Atriplex species) and bluebush (Maireana species) 

that can tolerate high salt levels . 
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3.4 Soil Fertility 

3.4.1 Chemical Fertility 

This refers specifically to the supply of plant nutrients 

in the soil. As noted earlier, only the alluvial soils adjacent 

to the salt lakes and the deep clay loam soils formed from 

the weathering of ugreenstone" rocks have reasonable levels 

of soil nutrients. It is important to recognise that most 

soil nutrients are found very close to the soil surface. 

This trend is more apparent in soils of overall low fertility. 

This concentration of nutrients in the surface layers has 

implications for the management of this resource. Water, 

not plant nutrient level is the major limiting factor on plant 

growth in the this area. However, experimental work at Kalgoorlie 

on tailings material and on weathered overburden material has 

shown growth responses in saltbushes to increase in plant 

nutrient levels, particualrly phosphorous. 

The nutrient levels of any soils being managed should be determined. 

Modification of soil nutrient level using artificial fertiliser 

is relatively cheap over small areas and an increase in plant 

nutrients may enhance plant growth in those infrequent occasions 

when soil water supply is not the limiting factor to plant 

performance. 



3.4.2 Physical Fertility 

This refers specifically to soil structure conditions which 

provide for aeration, water supply and root penetration. 
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Well structured soils are more able to assorb water, are resistant 

to erosion and have good soil/water/air relationships for 

plant growth. Poorly structured soils have low infiltration 

rates, are susceptible to erosion and surface sealing. In 

the Goldfields most soils are relatively poorly structured 

with the exception of the clay loam soils in the valley floors 

associated with weathered "greenstones". In all other situations 

it can be assumed that soils are poorly structured and will 

not cope well with any disturbance that causes the structure 

to deteriorate to an even lower level. Factors that promote 

good soil structure during any rehabilitation work will be 

well rewarded with better plant growth. The potential for 

accelerated wind and water erosion on Goldfields soils must 

be considered when planning any earthworks or other disturbances. 

3.4.3 Biological Fertility 

This refers specifically to the population of micro-organisms 

in the soil and its activity in recycling soil organic matter. 

This latter material, made up of plant and animal residues 

at various stages of decomposition is of vital importance 

as it contributes to the nutrient and water storage capacity 

of the soil and benefits soil structure. Soil micro-organisms 

assist plants with nutrient and water uptake. Of particular 

importance are the vesicular-arbuscular mycorrhizas (VAM) 

which are significant in this environment in association with 

some species, notably black oak (Allocasuarina cristata). 
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4. 0 Management of Soil During and Following a Mining Operation in the Eastern 

Goldfields 

The constraints of a low and unreliable rainfall pattern, generally sha llow 

and infertile soils and a sensitive vegetation mean that successful, 

cost-effective rehabilitation will require careful management of the soil 

resources at all stages ef a mining operation. 

The main decision concerning soil handling wi ll be whether to use conserved 

surface soil from areas that will be disturbed during the mining process. 

In the Eastern Goldfields, recovered soil (referred to later as "topsoil") 

will normally be used in the rehabilitation work as it will produce qu icker 

and bett e r revegetation, at a lower cost than will be achieved on alternative 

growing surfaces such as overburden, spoil or tailings. The low ability 

of these latter materials to support plant growth is well recognised and 

experience has demonstrat ·~d that the creation of a medium for plant growth 

on these surfaces requires specialised expensive treatments . 

The next section of this ?aper wi ll deal Mithsoil handling and management 

in practical terms and thr2 basic assumption will be made that conservation 

of the surface layers of : he soil for later re-use will be a physical and 

finacial advantage t o the rehabilitation process . 

4. 1 Resource Inventory of the Site 

An inventory of the basic resources of land, such as climate, geology . 

soils, vegetation, w~ter, animals and existing land use provides 

a f r amewo r k in which successful rehabilitation can be achieved. It 

will allow realistic plans to be made and will determine what vegetation 

cover (in terms of s pecies type and plant number) will be achievable 

on the rehabilitated site. 



This inventory will be completed before mi ning operations begin. 

The landscape can be classified into precise "land units" which is 

a fundamental basis of description. A land unit should be capable 

of delineation on aerial photography (suggested scale 1:10000); contain 

a' single soil class; have uniform or consistant gradation in its 

characteristics and be manageable as a single entity. Examples from 

the Goldfields are: 

drainage lines in extensive alluvial plains in the mu1ga 

zone. 

valley floors with deep clay-loam soils supporting Eucalypts 

over saltbush and bluebush. 

sand sheet carrying sparse mulga and spinifex. 

Each land unit on the site will have a unique assemblage of flora 

and fauna on a particular site. The vegetation resource in particular 

should be characterised by species and abundance. The soils should 

be characterised according to the key established by Northgate (1971) 

and data should by obtained on soil moisture characteristics, soil 

salinity, pH and soil nutrient levels. The crucial nature of the 

surface layers of the soil has been noted elsewhere. These surface 

layers generally consisted of a relatively organically and nutrient 

rich A horizon underlain by a less fertile B horizon which interfaces 

with overburden material. It is common to use the term "topsoil" 

to describe that part of the soil profile, typically the Ai horizon 

which is usually more fertile and better structured than underlying 

layers. The term "topsoil" will be widely used in the remainder 

of this paper . 
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As many of the Goldfields soils are of shallow depth either over 

cemented hardpan, laterite or unweathered rock, "topsoil" can almost 

be described as that which is readily recoverable with an elevator 

scraper with no prior ripping. In most cases it will be between 

10 and 20cm in depth. 

This "topsoil" resource should be carefully mapped so that recoverable 

quantities can be established prior to the commencement of operations . 

Once the resources at the site have been described qualitatively 

and quantitatively, this information can then be used in the planning 

of the rehabilitation process. 

4.2 Planning 

Planning for soil handling and management involves the following 

points. 

determination of the best position in the landscape 

for various on-site activities . 

determination of the amount and the properites of the available 

topsoil and its location (from inventory). 

determination of the total area of disturbed land including 

mine workings, overburden dumps, tailings dams, plant, offices 

roads and accommodation. 
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a consideration of the previous three points should enable 

calculation of the likely volume of topsoil that will be available 

for each hectare of disturbed land that will require topsoiling. 

Any less than 10cm depth (1000 cubic metres per hectare) may 

be difficult to spread and "strip spreading' may be required. 

This information should be available before site works commence 

in earnest . 

determination of how the topsoil will be used. It is desirable 

to remove topsoil and replace it immediately on some completed 

workings. Alternatively decisions must be made about where 

the topsoil stockpiles will be placed and a programme that 

intergrates topsoil respreading with other site works being 

put in place. 

if the site contains land units with markedly different soil 

properties, then the topsoil from each land unit will need 

to be segragated. As mentioned earlier, plants in this 

environment can have specific requirements for soil actidity 

or alkalinity, fertility and soil moisture characteristics. 

Mixing of topsoil from different land units may inhibit seed 

germination and plant growth in the artificially mixed material. 
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a trial programme using representative stripped topsoil should 

be initiated during the planning phase to determine: 

what, if any, constraints exist that will prevent the 

establishment of a flora and fauna cover similar to that 

which occurred naturally. Secondly, what will be required 

to either overcome those constraints, or what alternative 

vegetative cover is possible. The potential problems arising 

from the interaction between topsoil and overburden or tailings 

material will need to be considered. The properties of 

the latter materials (high salinity for instance) may induce 

problems in the topsoil spread over them. 
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what additional agronomic measures (seed, fertiliser, cultivation, 

mulching) may be neede~ to encourage a vegetative cover 

on replaced topsoil . 

This trial programme may only involve simple pot trials or it 

may necessitate some small scale trial re-spreading that is 

undertaken before the major site works are commenced. Given the 

unreliability of rainfall events sufficient in intensity to 

promote germination, this trial work may need to be done under 

conditions of artificial watering so that results ·can be 

generated quickly . 



4.3 Topsoil Removal, Stockpiling and Re-spreading 

The planning phase will have given the following information to the 

persons responsible for the rehabilitation work: 

amount and quality of topsoil 

duration of stockpiling of topsoil before respreading 

final thickness of re-spread topsoil 
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agronomic measures required during the following topsoil application 

4.3.1 Removal 

As stated earlier, in the Goldfields , it is probably impractical 

to remove more than 20cm of soil from the surface using an 

elevating scraper. In many situations the depth will be rather 

less than this. Again, given the low overall levels of soil 

organic maths, and the gradational nature of soil properties 

down the profile, it would seem unnecessary to attempt to 

collect different layers of soil separately. It has been 

suggested that soil should not be recovered when wet as this 

can lead to undesirable compact ion either in the stockpile 

or in re spread material. The incorporation of minor vegetation 

left over after site clearing, and seed and litter reserves 

will be important in the vegetation process, particularly 

if the topsoil can be used immediately . 



4.3.2 Stockpiling 
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Instant re-use of topsoil gives the best results. A good 

example can be seen on the waste dump at the Kalgoorlie Nickel 

Smelter. However, it can normally be assumed that some storage 

of material will be required. Even short storage will result 

in deaths of short lived seeds (Maireana species; Atriplex 

species). Of more concern however will be the inevitable 

and quite quick decline in the soil microbiota, principally 

the vesicular-arbuscular micorrhizas (VAM) which have been 

noted earlier as having significance for arid land plants 

taking up water and nutrients. The loss of these agents from 

stockpiled topsoil will need to be compensated for when the 

topsoil is eventually re-spread. Other factors that will 

influence the final value of the stored topsoil are; the 

degree of compaction during storage; the amount of water stored 

in the pile and the seasonal conditions at the time of recovery. 

The influence of these factors is not well understood except 

to suggest that unnecessary compaction will result in a decline 

in soil structure in the already poorly structured soils of 

the Eastern Goldfields . 

4.3.3 Re-spreading 

The key considerations are the control of erosion (wind and 

water) and the achievement of the best possible physical 

considitons for plant growth. Erosion control will require 

water control earthworks on slopes that exceed those that 

are able to cope with overland flow (about 0.5 percent for 

Goldfields soils) . 



On low slopes (up to 5 percent) close contour ripping will 

be adequate to hold back excess run-off from small areas. 

For larger areas and steeper slopes, control measures will 

be required as discussed by Petersen (19B7). Prior to topsoil 

spreading, the site will normally benefit from a thorough 

deep ripping to improve the prospects for plant growth. 

Wind erosion control and soil conditions for plant growth 

will both be saved by some further ripping on the contour 

after topsoil spreading. This may help "key in" the topsoil 

onto the covered material. If micro water harvesting is 

desirable then the rip lines should be placed far enough 

apart so that the un-ripped areas can serve as a "run-offll 

area. The final rough surface will reduce the potential for 

wind to dislodge surface particles and cause a dust hazard. 

The desirable depth of topsoil has been suggested as between 

10 and 20cm in the Goldfields. The cobble or pebble strew 

commonly seen on the stony plains and slopes particularly 

in the North Eastern Goldfields is a good surface stabilant 

but does not noticeably inhibit plant growth. Restoration 

of that layer as a final step in the soil replacement 

process would be useful in areas where it occurs naturally. 
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4.4 Managing the Soil Nutrients 

Soil nutrient levels will be available from the resource inventory 

and the need for and value of additional nutrient applications will 

be available from the trial data. In areas currently being mined , 

phosphorous is likely to be the dominant limiting nutrient. In areas 

with poorer soils, all nutrient levels will be lowe However the 

native vegetation has evolved to handle low nutrient regimes a nd 

care must be taken that any additional nut.ri~nt.s applie.d as fertiliser 

do not produce toxicity for some native plants with low tolerance. 

Additional nutrients are likely to be useful in three situations: 

where the nutrien t level of spread topsoil is lower than that 

material in situ. 
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where it is intended to grow plants with a higher nutrient requirement 

than those occurring na tur ally . 

where it is desirable to get a quick growth response ·from the 

native flora during those times when moisture 1S not limiting. 

In the Goldfields, one or more of the above situations often applies, 

and good responses have been achieved on natural soils with the use 

of fertilisers containing phosphorus. Fertilizer applications are 

cheap ($50-$100 per hectare) and a single application at the time 

of rehabilitation will suffice in all except areas prone to artificially 

high soil leaching (tailings material for instance) . 



4.5 Rebuilding the Soil Microbiology 

The role of soil microbiota, and the loss of this material when topsoil 

is stockpiled has already been discussed. Recovering these VA 

micorrhiza is less easy and part of the value of some fertilizer 

application may be in making up for the loss of the nutrients normally 

harnessed by soil fungi. The infective ~pores are not readily windblown 

but they can be moved by animals. At present it seems that the most 

practical method of infecting a new area would be to raise. seedlings 

in infective material and then transplant these seedings into the 

sterile soil. This would be simple proceedure involving a little 

watering at the time of transplanting. 

4.6 Rebuilding the Vegetation 

If the above processes have been adhered to, the rehabilitated site 

should have soil characteristics similar to that occurring naturally. 

If the spread topsoil was subject to only short stockpile in fairly 

dry conditions, then growth of plants from stored seed should readily 

occur. Initially these will be from the annual and biennial flora 

and it will be important to determine if the durable perennial shrub 

and trees are growing in the area. If this does not occur, or if 

the soil has been stockpiled for a long time, then some addition of 

seed will be required. Experience in the Goldfields suggests that 

establishing a natural vegetation from seed on a well prepared fertile 

and preferably non-saline site is feasible and involves proceedures 

such as those listed here. 

use locally collected seed where possible. It will come from 

plants that have thrived in this environment. 
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annual and biennial grasses, herbs and sub-shrubs can be 

introduced by gathering bush litter (which will contain seeds) 
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in areas where these plants grow. The litter could have a desirable 

mul ching effect . 

Acacia species seed can either be collected from the trees themselves . 

or in the case of some species (tan wattle, Acacia hemiteles) can 

be collected on the ground beneath the tree. These seeds will 

benefit from a pre-seeding treatment ( immersion in boil i ng water) 

to soften them for early germination. 

seed from the saltbushes (Atriplex species) is easy to collect 

in bulk when the bushes are seeding (usually spring-summer ) and 

stores well for at least one to two years. Saltbushes are the 

log i cal plant to establish in any area where the salinity has 

been r a ised by the mi ning activity . 

bluebush (Miareana species) seed is short lived and should be 

dried carefully and used within six to twelve months of collection. 

other genera worthy of collection are Cassia spp and Ptilotus spp. 

Basically collect from those types of plants that grow i n the 

same environment as the rehabilitated one. 

Tree establishment has been described by Kealley (1987). It will 

be important to prevent grazing of the growing vegetation by either 

domestic (sheep, cattle), feral animals ( goats, rabbits) or native 

animals (kangaroos). 
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4.7 Monitoring 

Monitoring the rehabilitation work at all of the stages is vital. 

It will occur at two levels. There will need to be detailed 

monitoring of soil fertility and salinity for some time after the 

work is finished, and the erosion status of the surface may need 

documenting. Some record of the return Df the native fauna may also 

be required. This could include both vertebrate and invertebrate 

fauna. At a simpler level, a photographic record of all of the work 

done, and of the growth of the resultant vegetation will be valuable 

both to those doing the work and to those who arrive after the events. 

It can be a source of satisfaction to both groups. 

5.0 Conclusion 
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The handling and management of the soil resources to promote the rehabilitation 

of the mine site in the Eastern Goldfields occurs as a series of logical 

successive processes. It begins with a broad recognition of the nature 

of an arid environment and the importance of the surface layers of soil 

in sustaining that environment. It will always involve establishing an 

inventory of the soil resources and planning the use of those resources 

during and after the active mining phase. The use of topsoil will enhance 

the prospects for easy and cost effective rehabilitation, combined with 

possible modification of the soil fertility and the addition of plant 

species that will provide a durable environment in harmony with surrounding 

areas. Finally, monitoring of the work will provide a measure of success 

and will give satisfaction to those responsible for rehabilitation even 

a small area of this attractive and distinctive Goldfields landscape. 
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Successful and economic tree establishment can be achieved in an arid 
environment, such as the Goldfields of Western Australia, providing the 
programme is planned, correct techniques of site preparation and planting 
are used, species selection is correct and maintenance is adequate. 

Using proper techniques,tree establishment and subsequent survival for 
amenity, dust abatement, rehabilitation and other environmental reasons 
will be successful. 

IN'IRODUCTION 

Trees are an essential part of our environment. In arid environments, 
trees and vegetation have a critical role in protection of fragile soils 
and environmental amelioration. 

Once disturbed, due to the nature of arid environment, soils, climate and 
vegetation, successful rehabilitation and tree establishment requires 
special techniques and maintenance. 

Tree establishment in arid enviroments is undertaken for a variety of 
reasons: 

1. Amenity planting. This is the traditional reason for planting trees 
in an effort to make the envirorxnent more hospitable. Planting 
includes street trees, gardens, visJal screens, shade and landscaping. 

2. Dust Abatement. Tree establishment prograrrrnes have proved successful 
in reducing dust from non-vegetated areas around towns. 

3. Rehabilitation and revegetation. Trees are part of most vegetation 
associations and therefore a component of any rehabilitation and 
revegetation programme for disturbed areas. 

4. Conservation and landscape within disturbed areas. 

To achieve successful establishment in arid environment~ it is imperative 
that correct techniques proven by experience are adopted • 
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Tree establishment can be achieved by: 

1. Direct Seeding of appropriate species,either by introducing seed or 
relying on natural seed fall from existing or previously removed vegetation. 

Direct seeding involves spreading a mixture of seed, sand and fertilizer 
after appropriate site preparation or enhancing the survival of natural 
seed fall (ie. letting nature do the work). 

-
Seed i$ available commercially or can be collected from the surrounding bush. 

2. I'!I.art:iJ;g of potted stock, lIsually nursery raised, in an appropriately 
prepared site. 

Both methods have proved successful for arid environments;however the correct 
techniques must be employed. 

Tree establishment, like any project, requires acEqXlte planning with site 
selection and preparation before planting,followed up by maintenance. 

Successful tree establishment is totally dependent on planning of all stages 
of the project. Planning reqrires a systematic approach with the work 
progranme properly programmed to ensure the r~ght trees are planted in the 
correct manner. 

Advance planning of a development project (eg. mine) should include a 
conceptual plan for tree establishment, tree retention and replacement. 

Site Selection 

Any site proposed for tree establishment should be analysed for factors 
affecting the progranme. Critical factors in a long tenn tree establishment 
programme include: 

- future land use requirements 
- conflicting land use 
- development plans 
- soil type 
- aims of the project 

It is :inp::rt;lrl; to p!al <Esigl ani-eili£t;:tiE site to <MIid Ulm'I"t; an future conflicts 
and to achieve the aims of the planting. 

Trees grow on a wide range of soil types under varying climatic conditions 
and it is possible to obtain a tree,that will grow on all but the most 
inhospitable sites. The type of growth achieved, however; will reflect the 
severity of the conditions under which it grows. 

Species Selection 

The selection of species will depend on the purpose for which the trees are 
required, the site and the climate. 

Before introducing trees to an area, it is necessary to examine the potential 
of the local ~ies. These trees have developed under the climatic 
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conditions of the area and, providing they are considered suitable for 
the purpose, are the obvious choice. 

Another point in their ravour is that, if they have shown no sign of severe 
insect attack, it can be reasonably assumed that a natural balance exists. 
'lhis may not be the case with introduced species. 

FrequentlY,the local species are not considered,because their rate of growth 
is slow. \\bile this is so with some species, roost native trees when grown 
under cultivated conditions, where competition is excluded, and some 
fertiliser is applied, respond with a much faster rate of growth. 

S6 

Where local tree species are unavailable or do not satisfy the requirements, 
then species from outside the area will have to be chosen. It is important 
that the selection is made from trees occurring in similar soil types and 
growing under identical or lower rainfalls • . If it is decided to introduce 
species more tolerant to drought than the existing native trees, the selection 
will need to be from lower rainfall zones. 

B¥ identifying the site and climatic requirements,the correct species for 
a site can be chosen. Experience has led to development of lists of 
recO!Jll\ended proven species for various arid environments (Appended) ~ . 

PREPARATION 

Site and species selection are essential to ensure thIt correct species are 
planted in the correct location. The next phase is to ensure that trees 
established have the best environment for maximum survival and growth. 'lhis 
is achieved by appropriate site preparation. 

Site Preparation 

The extent of site preparation required is largely dependent on soil type. 

Most areas planted are either heavily disturbed or have hard pans or 
impervious rock and subsoil. In these areas preparation . is required to 
fractt°,re the subsoil, allowing root and moisture penetration. 

In the Goldfields,preparation is achieved either by ripping or digging a 
hole. 

Ripping and cross ripping is effective in fracturing compacted or hard 
layers. It is necessary to rip to one metre in most sites. Ripping is most 
suitable for larger disturbed areas. Where individual or scattered planting 
is required,a substantial hole dug with a backhoe is best. 

Holes should be one metre deep with the subsoil fractured and the topsoil 
returned,leaving a depression for watering. 

lm 
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Protection 

In some areas (eg. urban) protection of plantings is required to prevent 
damage from vehicles, vandalism and grazing. A suitable fence achieves this. 

Water Harvesting 

'l'echniques to enhance water harvesting lm.e been successfully employed to 
improve effective rainfall. When planning plantings, use should be made of 
natural catchments and water gaining sites. 

Other techniques such as contour grading and catchment enhancement by 
building shallow dams (Limanims) have proved successful. 

PLANTING 

Planting Time 

Planting time will differ between areas and depend on location. In areas 
of reliable winter rains, planting should take place once initial rains have 
penetrated the soil profile and follow up rains can be reasonably assured. 
This gives the plant time to establish itself prior to the cessation of the 
winter rains. 

In arid areas where rainfall is unpredictable,planting should be carried' out 
in the cooler months (May and June). 

The soil will need a good watering prior to planting, and subsequent waterings 
until such time as reasonable rainfall is received or the tree established. 

In arid areas where watering has to be maintained for some time, planting 
progralllOOS need to be restricted to a manageable level. 

Spacing 

The spacing and ,grouping of selected plants depends on their function. 

In arid environments close spacing results in competition for water and 
nutrients and slower growth. 

The recommended spacing for group plantings is one tree per 100 square 
metres (lOm x lOm). ' Due to competition,seedlings should not be planted 
closer than lOm 'to existing large trees. 

For strip or line plantings, trees should be S-7m apart and staggered if 
possible. 

Planting Methods 

Soil amendment is usually not required unless the eXisting' soil is except
ionally scuidy, clayey, salty, very acid or very alkaline. Site preparation 
as earlier discussed is generally necessary to alleviate problems of 
compact-ion. 

Although arid zone plants are necessarily hardy, they still respond to proper 
planting procedures: 

- pre watering the planting hole is essential. 
- apply a slow, release fertiliser to the side or base of the planting hole. 

Check for root binding if using potted material (tease roots if necessary), 
place plant in the hole, replace the soil and firm down with hands or 
feet. 
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- use one year old potted stock proved to be most suitable for transplant 
due to better survival and less root binding problems. 

- water the plant immediately, saturating the soil to remove any pockets of 
air. 

- after initial watering the planting bed may be covered to a depth of lOOnrn 
with a nulch. such as woodchips, shredded bark, rocks or gravel. . Such a 
rnutch will reduce the rate of soil moisture evaporation and generally 
reduce the soil temperature. 

PL.AHllf'lG 

Direct Seeding 

Meft\OD 

1Jc:ASe=. 
ROO'T5 
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Direct seeding of tree species has been successful although results are 
dependent on: 

adequate site preparation, ripping or disturbance and removal of competing 
vegetation (eg. weeds), is essential. 

- seed availability,either as natural seed fall or in the soil. 

- seasonal considerat:i.cns - a reasonable or average season is required. 

Arid area tree species are generally well adapted to the climate and soils. 
Adaptation includes hard seeds (some species),retaining successive seed crops 
and a rapid response to rainfall. 

The Eucalypt species of the Goldfields have the ability to rapidly regenerate 
on disturbed sites,providing basic conditions are met. 

\\here natural seedfall is absent, direct seeding using collected seed is 
possible. Seed can be spread on prepared ground at a rate of 300gm per 
hectare (for Eucalypts sp.). Seed can be mixed with sand or fertilizer to 
enhance spreading. 

Seed can be collected from surrounding trees or purchased from COIIIOOrcial 
suppliers. 

~ing maintenance of planted trees is essential to ensure survival in 
ar1d environments. 
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Watering 

It is difficult to specify the watering needs of a plan~ since factors such 
as rainfall (both time and quantity), soil type, temperature, drying winds, 
plant size and water quality will control the need or frequency of watering. 

In arid environments,watering of planted trees during the first year is 
necessary to ensure survival. Watering ensures a higher success rate and 
faster initial growth. Extra water will further hasten growth, but is likely 
to create a tree susceptible to dreugnt stress, once watering is discontinued. 

As a general guide, water should be applied in -heavy, widely spaced applications 
rather than light frequent ones which tend to create a surface root system. 
\\here the salinity level of the water is relatively high, the acctum.!lation 
of salts in the upper soil profile can be avoided by infrequent, but deeply 
penetrating,~terings. 

Applications of water may be necessary at fortnightly intervals to establish 
a tree, but then may be gradually tapered off to monthly intervals and cease 
after the first year. In arid areas, additional watering may be required 
after the first year but should only be applied if the tree is beginning to 
show signs of stress. Each application should not be less than 40 litres. 

Watering can be by tanker or trickle system. A comparison af:~'Oio .' $.YBtems by 
the Goldfields Dust Abatement Comnittee outlines the costs and constraints of 
each. 

Tree Watering - The Alternatives 

1 • Tanker. Wateriiig 

Under this system, two waterings each of 40 L/tree will be required at 
planting, in June. Subsequellt to this, about six waterings will be required 
in the spring, sunmer and autumn of the first year to allow the, tree to . 
establish. Again each watering will need to be about 40 L/tree. The precise 
number~ of waterings will be influenced by seasonl conditions. This comparison 
assumes a total of 8 waterings. 

An estimate of 1985 costs for this method of tree watering is as follows: 

cost per watering (contract) 
cost per tree/annum 
including a 20 percent mortality 

this cost to $4.80/tree. 

At a density of 100 trees/hectare 

TOTAL COST $480/ha or $4.80/tree 

Advantages: 

50~/tree 
$4.00/tree 

allowance increases 

- no major source of freshwater is required near tree planting 
- no ground preparation is required between tree planting sites. 
- flexibility is possible in locating tree planting sites. 

Disadvantages: 

- the watering work is labour intensive. 
- access is required t:hraJgJ. the area for a watering truck. 
- watering is less frequent, which may be important for tree 

survival in stressful conditions. 
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2. Installation of a Trickle Irrigati&n.:SYSteiii 

The example used is the trickle system installed at Fimiston· by K.M.A. 
in 1985. 

Area covered 8.05 ha 
trees planted 1600 

Cost of installing trickle irrigation 

Advantages 

Materials 
Labour 

TOTAL COST : 

$2815 
$1300 

$4115 

$51l/hectare or $2.57/ tree 

- minimal labour requirements crr;e'a trickle irrigation system is 
established. . 

- more frequent waterings are possible. 
- material is recoverable,once trees have become established. 

Disadvantages 

- need to constrain total area planted,to keep costs down. 
- need to consider surface preparation between trees. 
- possible vandalism to the system. 
- possible problems with blockages in the system. 

Fertilizing 

The addition of a fertiliser at time of planting prOlOOtes faster growth 
and increases the drought resistance of a tree. A number of forms are 
available. 
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At the time of planting slow- release fertilisers such as Agriform tablets 
and OSlOOCote can be used to advantage. These fertilisers become available 
over a period of time and consequently the chances of damage to the plant are 
minimal. 

Potato Manure E and blood and bone in a SO/50 ratio ar.ealso suitable and is 
not damaging to the plant if applied at the rate of one handful per tree. 
App-1y around the b a ·se or . in a hole, on the downward slope, 
150nm from the trunk of the tree and at a similar depth in the soil. 

Care must be taken with fertilizer to ensure it is applied correctly 
otherwise burning of foliage or death of the tree will result • 

. Weeding 

Weed competition nust be eliminated as weeds compet.e . with the tree for 
lOOisture and nutrients. Slow growth and tree death can result. 

Trickle Systems 

Maintenance is necessary to ensure drippers are functioning and not blocked • 
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Damage 

Seedlings can be damaged by insect attack. A consistent check is necessary 
and any damage stopped. 

Fire will kill trees in most arid environments; therefore protection from 
fire is essential. 

COllCUlSION 

1he methods of tree establishment outlined in_ this paper were developed 
through trial and error over many years. As with any methods, changes 
and developments continue to occur. 

A systematic approach to tree establishment, employing the methods outlined, 
should result in successful tree establishment in the arid environments of 
Western Australia. 

Ian Kealley. BSc. (Forestry) MIFA 
Acting Regional Manager - Goldfields Region 
Dept. of Conservation and Land Management 
Kalgoorlie 
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SPECIES COMMON NAME I\PPROl( SOIL TYPE DESCRIPTION HEIGHT 

Euc brockwayii ~ Mahogany up to 20.. . Frona heavy la.ms Good shade tree ~ 
through to ._ attractive nlttled hark. 
areas, hillside. etc and dark creen shiny 

leaves 

Euc camaldulensis River Cum. 160. Light to heavy loams Sliade tree, fast growing 
with habit pendulous 

Euc carnpaspe Silver Topped Gimlet Bm Heavy clay Shade and onuunental, 
silvery blue crown, 
bronze smooth bark 

Eu.c clclandii Cleland I a Blaclcbutt IQ-Ua. Li&ht to medium l.oams Shade tree, good Cr'O'o«l, 
~ . grey-green leaves 

Euc diptera .. Two-Winged GImlet 5-7" Mediun to heavy loams Shade, good CnMl, dark 
green foliage 

Euc dundasii IMlCIas Blackbutt up to 20.. Has some salt tolerance, Good. crown, shade tree, 
will grow in medium. ,to dark green shiny foliage 
heavy looms 

Euc eremophila Tall Sand Hallee Bm Light sandy clay Shade, ornamental. J very 
attractive cream 
coloured flowers 

Euc gracilis var Southern Cross Bl.ackbutt Bm Ught to heavy loaar;~ Light green foliage, 
yilgarnensis salt tolerant generally dense crown 

Euc lesouefil Goldfields Blackbutt up to 140> Sandy to medium loams Shade tree, good crown, 
leaves dull to shiny gree!' 

EuC salmonophloia Salmon Gum up to 20m Medium to heavy loams Good shade tree, slow 
growing, dt..~ crown, 
light green shiny leaves 

Euc salubri.s Giinlet 8-Ulm Medium to heavy loaDIs 
. 

Dark gr-een shiny leave.=;, 
bronze bark, good sha.dy 
Cr<>hn 

Euc salubris var glauca Gimlet 8-IOm Heavy loam GLauCous leaves, good 
shady crrn.n, bronze bark 

Euc sargentii Salt'River Cum up to iSm Salt tolerant, medium Large tree, good crown, 
to heavy loams - lake attractive creamy flowe.~ 
sand flowers profusely 

Euc torquata Coral Flowered Gum 8-10.. Can accomodate soils Shade, ornamental, very 
from light loam to attractive pink flowe.·s 
very stoney areas 

Euc woodwardii Lemon Flowered Cum IOm Light· to medium loarns Open cro\lm, pendulous 
habit, attractive l~non 
flowers 

• 



NORTHERH GOLDFiElDS 

SPECIES COMMON NAME APPROX 
I!liru!I 

Caauarina cri.tat. Black Oak 10.. 

Eu.c camaldulensia River Gum I(i", 

Silver Topped Gimlet 8m 

Euc c1elandii Cleland.' s Blackbutt 10011m 

Dundas Blackbutt up to 20m 

Euc ereaophila Tall Sand Mallee 800 

. Euc te.ouefii. Go1dfields Blackbutt up to .... 

York. (ba ISm 

&.1c 0100sa var oleosa Giant Mallee IOm 

Eue oldtieldii Oldfields Mallee 6m 

Euc salubris Gimlet 8-IOm 

&.le strick1andii Stricklands Gum lO-l2m 

Euc torquat.a Coral Flowered Q.n 8-IOm 

t:uc transcontinentalis Redwood ISm 

Euc "-OOdwardii Lemon Flowered (bn IOm 

Ifeterodendron oleifolium Dog Wood Srn 

Schinue molle Pepper Tree 8 .. 

IlEHZIES HORTH 

SOIL TIPE 

LigJlt. to heavy 108119 

Light to heavy 108J118 

Heavy clay 

Ught. to medium loama 

Has eome salt tolerance, 
will crow iD .odiuao to 
heavy 108118 

Li&ht aan<\y clay 

L:ight. to hepY 1.o.a J 

salt. tolerant 

Sandy to .odiuao 10ams 

Generally heavy loaJq 

Sandy loams 

Medium to heavy loams 

Medi.wn 10Blll to atone)' 
area. 

Can acc:o.:>date soils 
from licht loa. to 
very stoney areas 

Light. to heavy 10Ml3 

Light to medium lo&JnS 

Loamy soils 

Loamy soils 

103 

PESCRIPTlON 

Needle like foliage, dull 
green, &Dad .shade and 
hardy 

Sha.de tree I fast growing 
with habit pendulous 

Shade and ornamental, 
silvery blue C~, 
bronze 9IIOOth bark 

Shade tree I good crown, 
grey-green leaves 

Good crown, shade tree J 

dark creen shiny foliage 

Shade J ornamental, very 
attractive cream. coloured 
flowers 

Udtt green foliage, 
......... ally deose .,...... 

Shade tree. good CI'OWI, 

leaves dull to shi.ny green 

Rou&h bark. stocking. 
smooth upper 1l...dJs, 
attractive tree 

Very hardy. rough flakey 
bark, goOd. crown 

Hardy reasonable shade 
tree 

Dark green shiny leaves, 
bronze bark, good shady 
crown 

Ornamental and shade I 
attractive flowers 

Shade. ornamental, 
very at~ractive pink 
flowers 
Tall tl'ee, glaucos 
foliat,.'C, \ohi te bark 

Open crown, pendul.ous 
habit, attractive l~ 
flowers 

Good dense crown, grey-
green foliage, good shade 
and hardy 

Dense crown, red berries, 
~d shade 



The rollowing table lists plants and their charncteristics 
which are ayailable from the Karratha nursery. 

.Shrubs to Into 104 
Spoa.. Common ...... "' .... ".""" ..... - """'" ~ C .. 

(m) 

AtKia lranslucen. E\Jttnty bus/, Cold C ... n I 2 Crounclc:aver 
Alriplex rhagodiotds Ritw'ld' b .. sh White pilleblue I 3 Croundc:aver 
CaruvllUa rosa ...... , ....... C .... .2 2 Cround~ 
Capparis spinosa c.aw_ WhO. C ..... I 1.5 c.vu_ 
CUiia oHgophytb YolIow BJue or Sreftl 1 1.5 Atlr.lctiv~ Rowers and 

ro1iase 
Cauia pruinou SiWacrr_" Vellow Bl .. Attractive flowers and 

Oianthus (ormosUl 
(oli.1se 

StHrl$ MIni pdI lW C ... n .2 2 Croundl"Ovet 
(oannUill) 
ENhybona_ RuIIy..u busI, Yclktw·red C ..... .5 1 Atb'acti~ f10wcrs 

ediblcberriH 
lpomlll. ... brasilienlls Bordr "'lNnillg glory .... ". C .... .2 3 Gl'Ounclcover vine 

. -;,: .. ·Shrubslm and above ,-; .. ' .. . 
'~: "'!' " 

5pedl!S Common name FIoM.'I'coIour Foliage colour He~hl ~pn. ... d 
U~ , 

: "~')~~f~~\ . (m) (m) .. ; ::; ~ 

Aeada lumKla Cold Bl.., ...... 3 3 Attracdw white *"' 
Acacia trac:h)'O~ Minnl richi Cold C ..... 3 ... Lonl\ nArrow Ic!aws 
C._Iwnen.."..... Yellow Blue/gl1!eTt I l .~ Sman forq;round shrub 
Cassia notabilis OrilQlcl, Cft'IM Y('llow C ... n 1 1.5. AUractlw Sl.'t!'d pods 

Eremophila maaaL:ata Nt"~ IUsa'kl ..... C .... I I Small orn.Jmll!'ntalshnab 
Gossypium robinsonii ~'tf1M ...... C ..... 2.5 ... Medium shrub 
eo..ypium ...... "-' 2.5 2.' McdiumshNb &tur'li.anum -...-
Maireana goorgli 
Melaleuca 

IJIlllrb,,$It Red Blue/green I 1 Sm.ll1 fl)~n1und shrub 

eleulherostac:hY3 Cold C_ Small foreground ShNb 
Solanum (enxiSllUm Wi!ll I",'lnt(l BI .. Blue/green SIN.I1 orru.mental ShNb 
Solanum phLomoidH Wild #Omodd Vtiot Blue/pwn Sm.1U orn.lmental shNb 

Trees to 7m 

Sp«ies Commonna~ FIoWft' cowr Foliage colour Hri&ht s .... .., 
U'" (m) (m) 

Ac:acia inaequilale'ra em"dbllsl. Mustard Blue 4 3 Land5GIrc-
rehabilitation 

Drachychiton austtale KJ/frajollg White C_ • • Urban -ornamental 
(~ature 

Callitris collumetlaris C!IP"" C .... • 4 0ma1T'lC!ntal 
Eualyptus1tingsmiJtn Killgsl/tif/S D.1kr Y,,- C .... 3 2 Urban-midsround 

OI'JUIment31 
Eucalyptus soclalls """",od Yellow&: pink Grerl) , 3 Urban-ornamental and 

rehabilitation 
Eucalyptus strialicalyx lWI'i$LIrl' Yellow &: pink Blue/&n!"!n , 2.' Salt tokr.nt-om.un~n· 

wland ,,-*ubilitati,on 
Eucalyptus tDn)Uilta eonrlX11III "ok C_ , 2., Urban ornamental 
Fkus pi.>typodo Dt,.m fiJ: Darkgn. ... .., • .5 Urb"n (~n.ll111.>nt~1 
Piltosporum 

Io,j"" phylliracaid .. ., NntRlf:lfl'rirot Yellow C"",. , Urb.,n omam!!nt,ll-
rehabilitatiun 

Thcspesla 
populneoidcs TnT ,.l1i5cu$ Yellow Darkgn.-en • • Urban-OfNmII!'nlal 

rl!ature 
Sesoonia rormosa Curt'.r&: Cream C .... • • Urban-ornam~nl ... 1 

shorl lived £astgnl\\'. 

Trees7-10m 

Sp«ies ulII1mon name Flower colour Foliagl! a1Jour Ikight , Spn'<ld U'" (m) (m) 

Acacia aneur.:a M.,I,(If Gold Blu!! 7 • Rd,.:at;.ilitation 
Acacia coriacea Wi/\",,'IlIlI1 J'aleyellow BIUC'/gn.:~n • • Urb.,n C'lfn.lIl1l.'nt"l, 

""'de 
Brachychilon grq;orii lJrscrlktfmtjc·,S Whke C .... ~ • • Urban tUTw"....,t.'I, 

ft·aluft.' 
ClSuarin.l '-'quiSl"lifuli,l Sllllltrl~ fA.'ltCld ..... Gn.'l!n I" 

, 5h,1IJ\', windbn.",k 
Casuarina glauGl SI,,'lIfk (:-"1I'tfllll,J R<d Blu~/gl't'cn • , Windbrt-ak. ~h.ldt· 
Eucalyptus as p!!r.l Brill'" flllI':",,{1I1II Yellow Cn.'C'n • • t...1''k.i!OCliPC 5h.ld .. • 
I.:Uat~5 k.'UaJPhloi.l 511f1I'1'!lgu", Yl!llow" pink Bluc/gn.'l!n 7 5 
Euca~tU5 patc4larf5 ~'1IiIl~11fU Yt'Uow& pink 81u~/gn."Cn • • 
Liso lyllum 

8ff1,fljllill cunninghilmll "' .. Grel!n 7 , Url-'ln urn.lmem.,1 
ft·.llUre 

Trees lOm and above 

speci,-'5 Cummunname AowercoJour Foliage colour H~iKhl Srn. .. d 
USl.' (m) (m) 

Albizia Icbb«k AIIII:inMm Gold C ... n IS I. Sh,lde 
EucOllyptu:r. a,m;.b.lh wl,lliI.,I, Yellow BtU<' Of gm:n 12 , IAl.nd!k:01J''-'. IIhad .. • 
Eul"o1 lyptus parwn.l Glk""J.: llut Y~"pink c....... •• 7 l..lndillCal""', sh.kI ... 
Ficw; rAttI11UI"" a"$tcrfis VI!lIow Darkj;I'C'\·n III 7 Sh..dt' 
Uvi51una alfn....tii Mi//oJt""", ,_,/111 Yt'lk)w lIIu .. ·/Io;n.. .... n " • l)nt.)nwnt. .. l 
Uvistuna eaKtcmii MiUl','1I Pfd'MIf ,'"/m Ydluw Gfl.'t.on 12 2 llrll.)nU'nldl 
Md.dt·uc:a 

!cUCoildt."f1dnlf1 Cn.'jIJ',d C,,1d Gn."I.,on " HI W .. 1I'itt'S, urn.lnM.'nl.11 
5h~J,.· 

I"MIl'nilt'd.M.1ylif.' r .. Ihlll'/~I'"' Yt'llnw G"" .... '" " Url .. m Ilf'l\.Inll.'1lt,11 
f",IILlf" 

S!'hinuo; IImlll' l'o 'I 'I ~'1 'ro~' Whitl' 1'.1I1·~rt" ·'1 12 • Sh"d.' 


